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ABSTRACT -
The formal unification of the Kingdom of Italy in 1861, and the later
addition of the Roman capital in 1870, sparked criticism from Papal
authorities and fostered a growing secularist sentiment among royal
political leaders. Yet the Kingdom of Italy also sought to mediate those
differences, having formed a liberal constitutional monarchy under the
former King of Savoy, Carlo Alberto (and later, his son, Vittorio
Emanuele II). This thesis will address the urban manifestation of the
conflicted relationship between the Papacy and the new royal
government of the Kingdom of Italy in Rome, with a particular regard
for the manner in which the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II portrays the
Risorgimento king. The Corso Vittorio Emanuele II also serves as the means
by which French and British models operative in Italy can be evaluated,
with the consequences of this urban intervention analyzed in relation to
the particular practice of conservation employed in Italy at the conclusion
of the nineteenth-century. The history of this urban intervention will
first be indexed against three successive periods in the royal Italian
government (the Destra, Sinistra, and Giolittian parliaments), all of which
proposed differing visions for the new capital. The history of Roman
urban planning will then be considered with regard to the pre-Risorgimento
initiatives of Pope Pius IX and Cardinal Merode, the municipal
Development Plan of 1873, and the later royal Development Plan of
1883 (the plan that generally defined the avenue's construction). The
Corso Vittorio Emanuele II will then be investigated in greater depth, paying
particular attention to the Development Plans of 1873 and 1883, the
official Variant of 1886 (which was actually built), and a selection of
other unofficial counterproposals. The intention is to demonstrate that
the Italian admiration for British political and conservation models-
which do have a common philosophical basis-were somewhat
contradictory in application, resulting in a uniquely modern approach to
urbanism in Rome and a surprisingly respectful treatment of ecclesiastical
structures (even despite the ongoing conflict between Papal and royal
authorities).
Thesis Supervisor: David H. Friedman
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INTRODUCTION -
Conceiving the Problem
Italian Monarchy and Urban Consequence
As a modern urban planning component, the Corso Vittono Emanuele II is a record of a
particular shift in the strategy employed in Rome, here interpreted in two ways: First, through
the implicit underlying political consequence of the Risorgimento conflict operative between the
Papacy and the royal government; second, through the explicit architectural and urban program
of construction the royal government sponsored in Rome. The urban reformation of modern
Rome proceeded according to the Development Plans of 1873 and 1883. These plans were the
result of two distinct municipal and royal initiatives intended to refashion Papal Rome into the
modern capital of a unified Italy. The urban directives implemented in Rome in the years
following unification generally followed the second Development Plan, which was produced
under parliamentary direction by a group of eleven engineers asked to account for the
expansion and improvement of the city in its new role as the Italian national capital.' The
attainment of the 1883 initiatives through the approval and financing of the royal government
necessitates an important consideration: Because the king was both the Head of Government
and the Head of State under a constitutional monarchy, it is difficult to divorce planning
initiatives sponsored by parliament from the intentions of the monarch, particularly when such
initiatives stagnated under the previous guidance of the municipal authority. Both the king and
parliament recognized the necessity of legitimizing the power claims of royal authority through
an architectural and urban program that operated against the iconographic record of the
preceding centuries (a record attesting to an unqualified Papal hegemony marked by the absence
of a monarchial presence in Rome). For this reason, it is of interest that the Corso Vittono
Emanuele II joins the Vittoriano and several bridges, including the Ponte Vittono Emanuele II and
Ponte Umberto I, as a rare commemoration of the brief monarchial presence in Rome [Figures 1,
2]. Because it is an urban component rather than an architectural monument, the Corso Vittorio
1 Robin Brentwood Williams, Rome as State Image: The Architecture and Urbanism of the Royal Italian
Government, 1870-1900 (Diss., University of Pennsylvania, 1993) 117. The text for the council's report is
included in: Italo Insolera, "Prima Piano Regolatore, " Urbanistica 29.10 (1959) 75-76. With the pertinent documents
of the Archivio di Stato in EUR largely inaccessible, Williams' dissertation provides an excellent resource for much
of the relevant archival work.
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Emanuele II will function as the primary subject of inquiry from this point forward.2 As an
avenue, the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II possesses an abstract quality that facilitates a particular
reading of the underlying political intentions advocated by the royal government (particularly as
those political intentions pertain to their vision for the Italian national capital).
In regard to the first aspect of this inquiry: The underlying political intention advocated
by royal authorities appears to demonstrate a confused idea of what the Italian leaders proffered
as a modern system of government. There is an abundance of scholarly material attesting to the
failure of the Risorgimento project, which became a subject of considerable academic inquiry
among scholars of Italy during the twentieth-century.3 It is conceivable that the failure of the
Risorgimento rests in the artificiality of the Italian monarchy, and the pretentiousness of the
accompanying Roman iconography that sought to legitimize the government's power claims
within the otherwise ancient urban fabric of the new national capital. Rome has no genuine
historic tie to any monarchy, and is a city traditionally ruled by Popes elected from within a
conclave of bishops. When the Emperor Napoleon bestowed the title 'King of Rome' on his
only legitimate son-Napoleon I-in 1811, it marked the first time a monarchial title extended
royal domain over Rome.4 While the appointment of the 'King of Rome' was largely a
ceremonial title, the notion of such an authority ended the unequivocal sovereignty the Papal
2 Defining a monument is itself a fascinating proposition. In the Italian context of this thesis, Camillo Boito's
definition seems appropriate: '"l monumento e una specie di sintesi storica, una filosofia della storia incarnata nelle
rappresentazjoni reali e simboliche," cited in Gianna Piantoni, "Arredo urbano di Roma Capitale fra il 1870 e il 1914 come
messaggio politico-simbolico," Le caitale a Roma, citti e arredo urbano 1870-1945 (Rome: Palazzo delle Esposizioni, 1991)
19. Frangoise Choay offers a philosophically abstract definition of the word 'monument:' "The purpose of the
monument is to bring to life a past engulfed by time;" Frangoise Choay, The Invention of the Historic Monument,
trans. Lauren M. O'Connell (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1992) 13. The Corso Vittorio Emanuele
II is a void created in the urban fabric of a city, and may even be regarded as the negation of a physical monument;
hence, the meaning behind an avenue named after the first King of Italy is an intriguing and necessarily abstract
question.
3 See: A. William Salomone, Italy from the Risorgimento to Fascism (Garden City: Doubleday, 1970). The notion
that the Risorgimento could be regarded as a failure was also the basis for much of Benedetto Croce's philosophy of
history, as in: Denis Mack Smith, "Benedetto Croce: History and Politics," journal of Contemporary History 8.1
(1973): 41-61; and also: Roberto Vivarelli, "1870 in European History and Historiography," The Journal of
Modern History 53:2 (1981) 167-188; Vivarelli 170-171 states: "The first and fullest fruit of this movement for
reconsideration [of the age of liberalism] came in 1932 with Benedetto Croce's Storia d'Europa nel secolo decimonono."
It has also been proposed that Croce himself created a frame of reference for the evaluation of Italian history,
including a proposal for the acknowledgement of viewing Italian history in light of a Fascist interpretation, a
Crocian reinterpretation, a post-Crocian reinterpretation, and a twice-post-Crocian reinterpretation, as in: H.
Stuart Hughes, "The Aftermath of the Risorgimento in Four Successive Interpretations," The American Historical
Review 61:1 (1955) 70-76.
4 Alastair Hore, The Age of Napoleon Modern Library Chronicles (New York: Modern Library, 2004) 14, 102.
Although the French Revolution had already removed the hereditary kings of France, Napoleon appointed a
monarchial domain over Rome and appointed himself King of Italy (a realm that loosely comprised the northern
areas of contemporary Italy with the notable absence of Tuscany and Piedmont).
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States had enjoyed since their inception by Pope Stephen II in 754. A fundamental
contradiction that would perpetuate throughout the nineteenth-century was introduced by
Napoleon's actions: The first installation of a premodern monarchy in Rome extended from a
response to modern developments in French political and social thought;5 however, if the
development of the Italian Risorgimento was tied to two largely contradictory models of French
political practice (revolutionary democracy and imperial monarchy), it was the appeal to the
British defense of tradition that generally motivated the political practice adopted by royal
authorities [figure 3j.
In regard to the second aspect of this inquiry: It is conceivable that the conflict
between the royal government and the Papacy became embedded in the urban fabric of Rome
through the monarchy's direct involvement with the physical transformation of the Italian
capital and the impartment of a new monarchial iconography. The modern planning initiatives
employed by the royal government operated in concert with the modernization of the Italian
political system, and should reflect-on some level-the same conflicted appeal to French and
British models. Certainly the British, much as they had in political theory, also formulated a
defense of tradition operative in the preservation strategies adopted by many leading architects
and urbanists in the Italian nation; however, the primary exemplar of large-scale urban planning
during the nineteenth-century was Baron Haussmann's alterations to Paris during the Second
Empire, which considerably influenced the Development Plans authored by Risorgimento leaders
in Rome. Noting this conflict, there were at least two urban programs that led to the physical
expression of a modern political structure in Rome.
First, the modernization of infrastructure elevated Rome to a level of urban
sophistication that rivaled many of the great political capitals of Europe: New roads, river
embankments, and Train Stations were seen as signifiers of an industrial/technological era and
expressed the accompanying ideas of a sociopolitical modernity marked by the absence of
medieval social formulas (Roman political life was still generally marked by the activities of
Papal courtesans prior to Italian unification). These associations to modernity through
technology legitimized the royal government, largely because certain projects the Romans had
been incapable of advancing prior to the installation of a monarchy proceeded deliberately
s In the context of French political history, Napoleon's rise to power can also be interpreted as a reaction against
the French Revolution.
6 Denis Mack Smith, Italy and its Monarchy (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989) 32-37.
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under the leadership of a new secular authority. The successful implementation of
technological advances in the city's infrastructure could be interpreted as an improvement over
the weak and ineffectual leadership of Papal authorities, legitimizing the power claims of the
royal government. This interpretation operated in concert with the idea that modernity
constituted a validation of technological principles above the alleged deceits of religious
doctrine (an admittedly simplistic and vulgar interpretation, but a common one nonetheless).'
Second, an additional program for the physical expression of a modern political
structure in Rome operated in the legislative realm, and the urban consequence of legal action is
undeniable in this instance: Religious tolerance and its accepted pluralism-generally believed
to be an enlightened notion of modern spirituality-was extended to Protestant denominations,
even as the royal government commandeered Catholic ecclesiastical properties and suppressed
the religious institutions of the Papacy. While the Papacy had been battling Protestant attacks
on official religious Dogma for centuries, Rome had always remained the center of an
overwhelmingly Catholic region that now permitted the free expression of anticlericalist and
anti-Catholic sentiment; further, while the predominantly Catholic regions of southern Europe
had remained largely unaffected by the advance of Protestant arguments, strong anticlericalist
thought was now being openly expressed in nineteenth-century Italian circles (just as certain
practices of Catholic spirituality-such as mendicant begging-were now held by some to be an
obsolete remnant of a primitive mode of religious expression).' The architectural consequences
of these legal actions are apparent, as religious structures were commandeered for secular use
throughout Italy, existent Catholic school systems were replaced with public institutions of
education (initially absent any religious instruction), and Church-administered charitable
institutions were either suppressed or replaced by corresponding government operations.' Such
an approach resulted in serious alterations to the physical perceptions of Rome and the strength
7 James Bird, Centrality and Cities (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1977) 271, repeats a common sentiment:
"Science, the basis of modern technological advance, has by its very nature been a threat to traditional religions: it
develops mainly by questioning the accepted ways of looking at the universe. It is no easy matter for the
ecclesiastical structure to sustain belief in absolutes in the face of the incessant revisions in the natural order
affected by science, and the clerics have lost ground in the face of the growing knowledge and authority of the
scientific experiment."
8 Denis Mack Smith, Cavour (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1985) 79-81.
9 S. William Halperin, "Italian Anticlericalism, 1871-1914," The Journal of Modern History 19.1 (1947) 23--24.
The State failed in its attempt to claim power in the declaration of civil marriages and divorces, though federal
authorities did assume the right to commandeer Church properties for governmental purposes. See also: Robert
C. Fried, Planning the Eternal City: Roman Politics and Planning Since World War II (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1973) 24, who notes that some religious institutions sold their properties before they could be
expropriated by the royal government.
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of its historic ecclesiastical authority, as the transfer of Church properties also contributed to
the accumulation of private assets and the formation of a new wealthy class with-at most-
only a limited relationship to the Papacy.'" It was not until 1909 that the royal government
restored or compensated the Papacy for the taking of its properties;" further, the permanent
establishment of a Protestant presence in Rome (and the permitted practice of heretical sects
like the Waldensians) joined the destruction of the Jewish ghetto in the formal eradication of
any practical urban distinction between various religious identities in the city." These two
programs for the urban expression of the royal political structure-technological improvement
and religious pluralism-largely resulted in what has been called a 'Third Rome,' a Rome
characterized by modernized urbanism and secular government."
Structure and Procedure of Argument
Modem Rome's designation as the Italian national capital presents myriad questions
that can only be partially understood through an analysis of the Development Plans of 1873 and
1883 (and a more particular examination of the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II). While premodern
Rome had never been as densely inhabited as it was under the ancient empire, the population of
Rome in 1870 was markedly sparse for a city of such international reputation." Because
Christian pilgrimage remained the primary source of economic activity within the city, the
population of Rome had drawn closer to Saint Peter's Basilica over the course of the preceding
10 Fried 22 cites how the Destra leaders believed that private land speculation should be largely unregulated and
encouraged. Also, Smith, Cavour 1 notes that Camille de Cavour, the first Prime Minister of Italy, was an amateur
real-estate investor who proactively engaged in the purchasing of ecclesiastical properties by the "godless" French.
" Coppa 120. The State eventually paid 9,000,000 lire to the Papacy for expropriated properties of houses for
religious Orders, and religious education was reinstated in schools (also, the religious Orders in Turkey were
promised Italian protection).
12 However, the entire dismantling of the Jewish ghetto along the River Tiber, as well as the extension ofthe Via di
SantAngelo into the Via dei Delfini-behind the Church of the GeszA-was not implemented according to Viviani's
original Development Plan. Instead, the Via del Teatro di Marcello was created. The earlier proposal-preceding the
proposal for a Via del Teatro di Marcello-demonstrates Viviani's original inclination to avoid treating the Capitoline
Hill as a major traffic nexus in the city. The attitude toward the Capitoline Hill changed once the construction of
the Vittoriano increased the perceptual importance of the city's urban center.
13 Alberto Caracciolo provides a citation for the first use of the term 'Third Rome' in: Alberto Caracciolo, Roma
Capitale (Rome, Italy: Edizioni Rinascita, 1956) 253. The citation for the first usage of 'Third Rome' is: Ernesto
Nathan, 'a Terza Roma," Nuova Antologia (August 1, 1916) 11. Fried, 26 cites 'Nathan antzpapa laico," L'Espresso
(May 19, 1957) as the source of a biographical sketch of Ernesto Nathan, noting that Ernesto Nathan was an
English Jew 6migr6, a Sinistra anticlericalist, a mayor of Rome, and a one-time Grand Master of the Italian
Freemasons.
14 Fried 18. Rome's population had essentially doubled over the two hundred years preceding unification, citing-
SVIMEZ, Un secolo di statistiche italiane: nord e sud (Rome: SVIMEZ, 1961) 1037. Likewise, Fried notes on page 21
that Rome was incorporated with 800 square miles of land, in which 213,633 of the city's residents lived within the
single square mile that constituted the ancient urban fabric alongside the bend of the river Tiber. Likewise, on
page 69, Fried notes that Rome held only 0.8% of the national population in 1870, though it was still the nation's
third largest city.
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centuries. Most of the interior of the Aurelian Wall circuit was as agrarian as the exterior
landscape, and the municipal center of government-the Capitoline Hill-was essentially a
peripheral location in 1870. Only the area of the city's historic center (the area today known as
the Centro), and particularly the area nearest the River Tiber, was densely inhabited when the
royal government assumed control of the city in 1870. The selection of this area as the path of
the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II is of much importance, as the particular relationship established by
religious buildings along this avenue best exemplifies whether a political conflict between Papal
and royal authorities can become manifest in an urban setting marked by centuries of
inhabitation.
The actual construction of the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II loosely proceeded between
1880 and 1930, encompassing the apparent decline of the Italian parliamentary system into
Fascist rule and the practical marginalization of the monarchy as an irrelevant aspect of Italian
political life. This analysis will briefly address the history of Italian preservation theory,
particularly in regards to the cooperative nature of late nineteenth-century British and Italian
authorities, briefly noting their political and architectural consequence in Rome. How royal
political authorities envisioned the capital under the generally disparate Destra and Sinistra
governments that controlled Rome during each of the periods in which the two Development
Plans were authored will be noted in this context. The particular vision for Rome during the
so-called 'Giolittian Era' will also be briefly noted as an indicator of the mature vision of the
Italian State and a forbearer of the overtly dictatorial tendencies of Benito Mussolini. The
thesis will then address the general history of the two Roman Development Plans, noting their
connection to the earlier urban planning initiatives prepared under the rule of Pope Pius IX.
The specific intentions for the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II expressed in each of the two
Development Plans will be considered, as will the alternate proposals of a few noteworthy
freelance urbanists and commentators. This thesis will demonstrate that, despite the apparent
anticlericalism dominant in the parliament, sacred space-at least along this particular route-
was well treated; further, because the Questione Romana'and the promise of a 'free Church in a
free State' remained at the forefront of post-unification political debates, a respect for the
sacred-which may seem contrary to popular intuition-was partially a manifestation of the
royal government's inability to adequately reflect its own place within the Catholic Christian
social construct of Italian life, as such efforts became subordinate to the purely pragmatic
considerations of transportation and conservation that motivated an iconographic program with
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no practical concern for that politici conflict. In appealing to apparently contradictory models
of French and British political and architectural thought (and more specifically the British
sensitivity to the importance of tradition in both politics and architecture), the royal
government ultimately adopted a unique urban planning strategy that was oddly non-Roman,
instead rooted in the modern moment that defined the creation of the Italian nation. 5
15 Modern Rome obviously adopted a modern urbanism, comprised of 'new urban tendencies,' as noted in:
Ferdinando Castagnoli, Topografia e urbanistica di Roma (Bologna: Licinio cappelli editore, 1958) 645-646; however, the
particular concern with this study is the particular relationship such new tendencies held to the development of
preservation theory in Italy.
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CHAPTER ONE -
The Italian Approach to Preservation Theory and Political Practice
Brief Notation on British and French Currents in Italian Thought
The Corso Vittorio Emanuele II was intended to memorialize the first King of Italy and to
legitimize the historic record of the new royal government in Rome; however, the monarchy
was borrowed from the royal lineage of Piedmont in the culturally French region of Savoy.
Projects intended to legitimize the relative artificiality of the monarchy in Rome operated in
concert with the Italian adoption of a generally British model of statecraft (this was itself an
apparent derivative of the mutual affinity expressed between English and Italian cultures in the
late nineteenth-century)." It is not uncommon to frame British and French political practice in
opposition, given their distinct histories and a record of mutual contempt fueled by strong
cultural and religious differences. While the formation of the royal government in Italy
generally relied on the emulation of a British constitutional monarchy, there is also an ironic
condition expressed by the connection between Italian unification efforts and French
revolutionary thought.17 The conflicts between British and French societies are evidenced by
the popular attitudes toward government expressed in each nation, principally after the active
intellectual support of the British monarchy solidified in opposition to the French Revolution
(most notably in Edmund Burke's Reflections on the Revolution in France).'" British statecraft
was thereafter marked by an appeal to the governing stability French society lacked, as the
French followed Revolution with the rapid transitions of an Empire, a Restoration, a Second
Empire, and a Republic. There was also the peculiar intellectual affiliation of a contemporary
British religious impulse guided by a specifically Catholic revival at Oxford University." This
16 Laura Cerasi, "Anglophilia in Crisis: Italian Liberals, the 'English Model' and Democracy in the Giolittian era,"
Modern Italy 7:1 (May 2002) 5-22. Cerasi focuses on the Italian fascination with British government and its
eventual breakdown. The British fascination with Italy is evident in the behavior of figures like John Ruskin, and
numerous others, who regularly traveled to Rome, often expressing a particular admiration for Italian art or the
Catholic faith.
17 See: Raymond Grew, "Finding Social Capital: The French Revolution in Italy," Journal of Interdisciplinary
History 24:2 (Winter, 1999) 407--433. Grew keenly observes on page 427 that "In practice, however, the
paradoxical effect of the revolutionary years was to reinforce the tendency to treat procedures with the kind of
legalistic (and cautious) respect that had been sustained by royal favor and social pressure before the French arrived
and by the policies and personnel of suspicious Restoration regimes after the French were driven out." However,
while Grew contends this reinforced a belief in 'procedural bodies' over 'deliberative bodies,' the Italians did
ultimately return to the monarchical strength Napoleon used to first create and enforce those procedural bodies.
18 Edmund Burke, Reflections on the Revolution in France (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 1999).
19 Peter B. Nockles, The Oxford Movement in Context: Anglican High Churchmanship. 1760-1857 (Cambridge,
UK: Cambridge University Press, 1996).
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resulted in a body of British literature oppositional to the secularizing efforts generally
associable with the admirers of the French Revolution.
The conflict between French and British political models appears to have directly
affected the development of architectural preservation theory in Italy.2" The advancement of
restoration and conservation theory as a serious scholarly exercise during the nineteenth-century
is often presented as a conflict between French and British thought, principally because the
iconic figures Eugene Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc and John Ruskin are framed as the two great
proponents of opposing approaches to preservationism; however, British theories infiltrated
French circles through the politicking of figures like Marcel Proust, and restoration proposals
were advanced in Britain by figures like Gilbert Scott." The proper origins and development of
preservation theory in France and Britain can be debated, but efforts at concretizing the
methodologies for restoration and conservation initiatives was ultimately a discipline advanced
by Italian leaders (with Rome holding a place of particular importance as the physical epicenter
of classical architecture in the West). That the French and British would both engage in the
intellectualization of the preservation project is a reflection of the concurrent development of
architecture as a recognized field in those countries, with the formal institutionalization of the
architectural profession descending from the French Ecole Des Beux-Arts (since 1793) and the
Royal Institute of British Architects (since 1837);22 consequently, because the Italian nation was
too young to have any institutional models of its own during the nineteenth-century, Italian
architects appealed to proposals and theories advanced by foreign contributors. While Italians
ultimately became leaders in the development of preservation theory, the conservation
movement in Italy was strongly influenced by several British figures (particularly, John Ruskin);
however, the conscious adoption of a British model of preservation theory extended from a
preexisting Italian interest in the conservation of antiquity, as the modern fascination with the
20 Preservation terminology has an uneasy place in the English language. The terminology is used here as follows:
'Conservation' will mean-generally-the active protection of a building from further damage or harm, but
without the replacement of damaged parts; conversely, 'restoration' will mean-generally-the act of replacing
those damaged parts, typically through the emulation of known components and an analysis of the architect's
original intent. Both of these terms join to form two differing approaches to the protection of the built
environment, loosely unified under the term 'preservation.'
21 Madsen, Stephan Tschudi Madsen, Restoration and Anti-Restoration (Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, 1976) 15-16,
92-29.
22 John Wilton Ely, "The Rise of the Professional Architect in England," The Architect, ed. Spiro Kostof (Oxford,
UK: Oxford University Press, 1977) 192-193; Richard Chafee, "The Teaching of Architecture at the Ecole des
Beaux-Arts," The Architecture of the Ecole des Beax-Arts, ed. Arthur Drexler (New York, Museum of Modern Art,
1977) 61-110; The two nations engaged in different aspects of this project, as the French generally emphasized
formal academic training, while the British organized the discipline's professional association.
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maintenance of architecture's physical patrimony also operated against the existing record of the
Papal attention given to ancient monuments, developing in Rome since the sovereign reign of
Pope Pius VII (who had first advocated the restoration of the Coliseum in 1805). Some
twenty years later, Pope Leo XII began excavations of the Forum Romanum, and the Circus
Maximus; likewise, Pope Gregory XVI added an Etruscan collection to the Vatican museums,
and Pope Pius IX amended the Vatican collections with artifacts taken from Rome's Christian
era.2 4 Excepting this Papal precedence (and the precedence of Napoleon's own fascination with
the conservation of antiquity), the Italian Risorgimento generally overlapped with the advance of
preservation theory as a serious scholarly and academic exercise.2s
The British Preservation Model (Conservationism) in Italian Thought
A succession of Italian figures were engaged in the advancement of Italian preservation
theory during the period beginning with the declaration of the Kingdom of Italy in 1861, and
ending with the 'approval' of the election reforms of Benito Mussolini in 1928, including: Carlo
Cattaneo (1801-1869), Tito Vespasiano Paravicini (1832-1899), Alfonso Rubbiani (1848-1913),
Camillo Boito (1836-1914), Giuseppe Bacchelli (1849-1914), Alfredo D'Andrade (1839-1915),
Alvise Piero Zorzi (1846-1922), Rodolfo Amedeo Lanciani (1847-1922), Giacomo Boni (1859-
1925), Luca Beltrami (1854-1933), Giovanni Giovenale (1849-1934), Gustavo Giovannoni
(1873-1947), and Antonio Mufioz (1884-1960).26 John Ruskin became acquainted to several of
the aforementioned figures through his period of involvement with the Society for the
Preservation of Ancient Buildings (an organization introduced to Italians through the
preservation of the Basilica of Saint Mark in Venice). Ruskin worked directly with Giacomo
Boni on the documentation of the Basilica of Saint Mark, which contributed to Boni's
appointment to a position in the royal government in 1888 (he was appointed the inaugural
architect of the General Direction of Antiquities for his 1885 stratigraphic excavation of the
Basilica of Saint Mark' Campanile).27 Boni ultimately replaced Rodlofo Lanciani, the author of
the famed Forma Urbis Romae archaeological maps, as the primary recorder of Rome's ancient
urban fabric, and maintained an influential part in the formulation of the General Direction of
Antiquities and the corresponding regulatory documents that thereafter defined Italian
23 Cevat Erder, Our Architectural Heritage: From Consciousness to Conservation, trans. Ayfer Bakkalcioglu
(London: UNESCO, 1986) 93.
24 Ibid.
25 Ibid. 125-127, provides a summary of Napoleon's efforts.
26 Jukka Jokilehto, History of Architectural Conservation (Oxford: Butterworth-Heinemann, 1999).
27 Ibid. 200.
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approaches to conservation theory (and unlike pure historians, Boni used his visual
attentiveness as the fundamental tool employed in the recording of the built environment).28
Boni's connection to Ruskin is undeniable, and his direct involvement with preservation issues
made him one of the most singularly important figures in the development of conservation
theory in Italy (uka Jokilehto notes that Boni intended to become for Italy what Morris and
Ruskin were to Britain)." Boni's vocal opposition to the construction of new roads and his
corresponding desire to preserve the lagoon in Venice particularly echo a Ruskinian regard for
the respect and preservation of antiquity as a living tradition (as Ruskin famously noted that a
"lasting witness against men" is offered as "stern watching, [...] mysterious sympathy, [...]
approval or condemnation" by a living culture through architecture)."
Yet Risorgimento Italians were ultimately inclined to mediate the Ruskinian approach, as
less literal interpretations of British conservation theory were adopted by Boni, and later
perpetuated by another figure of considerable merit, the nationalist architect Camillo Boito
[figure 4j." Boito is often regarded as the most singularly important figure in the formal
development of Italian preservation strategies, having largely rejected the Ruskinian
appreciation for the 'mending' of architecture. Boito initially shared the common appreciation
for medieval architecture many British figures-notably Ruskin-appreciated in Italy at the
conclusion of the nineteenth-century." Boito even noted his appreciation for the medieval in
statements offered at the Third Congress of Architects and Engineers in 1883, a conference
often presented as the motivating moment of a distinctly Italian position on conservation
theory (although the ideas presented at this conference stemmed largely from Paravacini's
influence, as Boito was a somewhat less significant figure in Italian architectural debates than he
28 Ibid.
29 Ibid.
30 Ibid.; John Ruskin, The Seven Lamps of Architecture (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1981) 177.
31 The British fascination with medievalism, and the gothic 'style' in particular, resonated with Camillo Boito's
efforts at forming a nationalist style, which reflected a desire to forge an architectural aesthetic distinct from the
style used by the Papacy at the height of its power. Medieval elements also possessed connotations of a common
sociopolitical order the Western European mentality could readily associate with, and-with the romantic
underpinnings of figures like Pugin-a societal purity encouraging an admiral lifestyle. Boito's progetta di una borsa
per una cittd d'Italia and progetto per un palazZo municipale reflect his interest in this new gothicism, but architectural
applications were varied. The drawings of Lorenzo Pigazzi, Nicol6 Maddalena, and Camillo Boito in the Archivio
Academia di Belle Arte in Milan demonstrate that Boito was not acting alone in this regard; see the catalog: Guido
Zucconi and Francesca Castellani, Camillo Boito: un'architettura ter l'Italia unita (Padua: Marsillo, 2000).
32 Ruskin 186. The use of medical terminology and the idea of 'mending' is seen in Ruskin's desire to take a
hypothetical example and "set watches about it as if at the gates of a besieged city; bind it together with iron where
it loosens, stay it with timber where it declines; do not care about the unsightliness of the aid; better a crutch than a
lost limb; [...] and many a generation will still be born and pass away beneath its shadow." Boito's partial rejection
of this position was formalized at the Third Congress of Architects and Engineers.
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would ultimately become)." According to Juka Jokilehto, the primary consideration of the
Third Congress of Architects and Engineers in 1883 was the question of how to proceed with a
restoration (specifically questioning whether building restorations should emulate the known
components of the monument in question, or be displayed as clearly visible additions). The
results of the Third Congress were published as a series of seven guidelines submitted to the
Ministry of Education, shortly thereafter transformed into an official Italian policy for the
young nation.3' The official policy was released as a charter, and was heavily based on
historicist interpretations of a building's physical form, sharing the Ruskinian appreciation for
the object as a cultural record of its own particular social context, but recognizing the legitimacy
of later additions in a manner Ruskin would have detested; however, the Italians still gravitated
toward the Ruskinian position, expressing that alterations be made readily apparent, going so far
as to promote the physical dating of additions through signage (an approach loosely similar to
the 'mending' of a structure in the manner Ruskin supported).36  This charter was later
republished with several of Boito's modifications in 1893, before being transformed into an
institutionalized policy statement widely circulated amongst Italian archaeologists and
architects.37 Perhaps the most singularly unique aspect of Boito's contribution was his
recognition that a temporal layering in monuments operated without an easy frame of reference,
prompting Boito-like Boni-to observe the legitimacy of observation as a fundamental tool of
the architect. Boito was willing to make aesthetic judgments that contradicted his own
formulation of written principles (recognizing the legitimacy of opinion in the determination of
33 Zucconi 8, quoting Boito: "Se nei restauri dei monumenti architettonici, massime di quegli appartenenti al Medio Evo,
conveniali imitare, nelle parti da compiere o da aggiungere, lo stile, la forma, il lavaro, i materiali vecchi, cosi che le nuove opera
sembrino originarie, o se all'incontro convegna e in qual modo mostrare palesemente quail parti vengano aggiunte o compiute." See
also: Amedeo Bellini, Tito Vespasiano Paravicini (Milan: Guerini Studio, 2000) 41-42, where Bellini briefly notes
the relationship of Boito and Paravacini in relation to this conference. The connection between this conference
and Boito's involvement with restoration initiatives to the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II has already been noted in:
Alberto M. Racheli, "I tracciato e I monumenti," Roma Capitale 1870-1911. Architettura e urbanistica, Quaderni 12
(Venice: Marsilio Editor, 1984) 325-351.
328-326.
34 Jokilehto 201. The formulation of the debate at the Third Congress loosely represents the distinction made
between French and British approaches to preservation theory, regrettably popularized through simplistic
summaries on the writings of Ruskin and Viollet-le-Duc.
3s Ibid.
36 Ibid. 202. The first classifications of buildings of merit in Rome occurred in 1870 when the Ministry of
Education began to define historic and artistic monuments, and in 1890 when the Associazione artisticafra i cultori di
architettura formed in emulation of the British Society for the Preservation of Ancient Buildings. Jokilehto cites that
the definition of a monument, according to the Associazione artisticafra i cultori di architettura was "any building, public
or private, of any period, or any ruin, that manifests significant artistic character, or important historic memory, as
well as any part of a building, any movable or immovable object, and any fragment that manifests such character."
37 Ibid.
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a given artwork's chronological value, Boito allowed a given artifact to be preserved through an
appeal to its commonly-held artistic value).38
One of Boito's most famous contradictions of personal judgment regarded the
demolition of the Capitoline Hill fabric in Rome, in which he felt Giuseppe Sacconi's winning
entry for the Vittoriano monument should take precedence over the existing medieval fabric (the
historic context and the creation of the Vittoriano will be addressed in detail momentarily). The
rationale for this gesture was that a new monument intended to memorialize the king should be
more important than the existing fabric, attesting to Boito's ironic appeal to the idea of
'Modernity' within the conservationist discourse (while Boito recognized the Ruskinian need for
the preservation of society's cultural record, he also accepted the need to impinge on that
record in the creation of a monument to a new governing authority in Italy, even when that
governing authority had no genuine cultural record of its own in Rome). When faced with the
question of employing architecture as a tool in the project of nation-building, Boito chose to
embrace a contradictory impulse: Boito participated in the creation of a royal monument every
bit as contrived as the nation of Italy itself, destroying the built fabric that attested to Rome's
genuine record and medieval history in a cultural context marked by Papal rule. With that
gesture, Boito demonstrated that the personal lack of detachment he was willing to accept in
the observational evaluation of an artwork's merit (a detachment rationalized through scientific
claims to formulated abstractions that only human artistic judgment could concretize),
ultimately provided the grounding for the aesthetic justification of the national project in a
monument like the Vittoriano (and with it, the recognition of the nation's momentary creation
and the grounds by which an appeal to a supposedly scientific approach of codified
conservation principles interpreted through an artistic judgment could itself be authenticated)."
38 Ibid. Just as Boito believed built fabric could be classified as antique, medieval, and modern; so too did he feel
the value and directive of restoration should be defined, for each of those classifications, as restauro archeologico,
restauro pittonco, and restauro architettonico.
39 The practical ends and virtues of preservation are debatable, given that many of the goals expressed by
preservation proponents are often self-refuting, yet it is an architectural expression that is rooted in a purely
modern understanding of the city, reflecting a particular acknowledgement of the relationship between
construction and time that can only exist alongside the idea of 'Modernity.' By superceding the existing fabric,
reshaping it, destroying it, or rebuilding it, a political regime expresses what is and is not important about the new
intentions for the city in a visual way. When preservation is aligned with a transfer of political sovereignty, as in
Rome, it necessarily motivates a political commentary about what is and is not valued architecturally. As a new
regime conserving or restoring existing buildings, the royal government of Rome sought to legitimize its claim to
rule through alterations to the built environment, this-in turn-provided a commentary on the record of the
previous political rule of the Papacy. Perhaps, then, the Roman case points to the particular importance religious
artifacts testifying to a record of Papal hegemony play in modern preservation theory.
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This same contradictory application of judgment is also embedded in the Corso Vittorio Emanuele
II, where a monument to the new monarchy is enforced by a cut through the most ancient and
only continuously-inhabited area of Rome. Noting the underlying political implications of this
contradiction, there is a fundamental need to understand how the British governing model was
employed during the Risorgimento.
The British Political Model (Conservatism) in Italian Thought
The Vittoriano and the Corso Vittoio Emanuele II can be seen as cooperative artifacts,
expressing the contradictory moment in which the Italians adapted their affinity for the
conservation theories of the British to an iconographic representation of the monarchial
presence in Rome. Yet the Italian emulation of the British system of government was rooted in
a respect for the same basic idea underlying conservationism: Just as the conservation of the
physical record of society was-in a Ruskinian sense-the byproduct of a respect for cultural
inheritance (and an appreciation for the dedication of past generations to the maintenance of
social order), so too was there a need to employ conservation in the political devices that guided
the transmission of tradition through time."' The political writings of Edmund Burke, offered
in response to the French Revolution, are particularly useful as a means of understanding the
British appeal to tradition as a device for safeguarding social order. To Edmund Burke, the
respect and conservation of architectural patrimony are likely an extension of the same respect
afforded the Church and its sacraments, the State and its law, or the monarchy and its ritual (as
Burke's writings do not appear to define the validity of certain traditions over others, instead
embracing the very idea of tradition uniformly and without discrimination, assuming its
validity). Edmund Burke must be regarded as a modernist philosopher for his proactive
engagement with social-contract liberalism in political philosophy, but he should also be
recognized as a critic of modernity (given that he principally defends the traditional models of
societal expression that originate in a premodern era).41 Much as the Italian appeal to
conservationism was largely contradictory in practice, so too was the Italian appeal to monarchy
40 Burke 24. Burke's use of the term 'conservative' is even defined through an allusion to built fabric: "A State
without the means of some change is without the means of its conservation. Without such means it might even
risk the loss of that part of the constitution which it wished the most religiously to preserve. The two principles of
conservation and correction operated strongly at the two critical periods of Restoration and Revolution, when
England found itself without a king. At both those periods the nation had lost the bond of union in their ancient
edifice; they did not, however, dissolve the whole fabric. On the contrary, in both cases they regenerated the
deficient part of the old constitution through the parts which were not impaired."
41 This appeal to tradition, deeply religious and notably sympathetic to the authority of custom, maintained a strong
place in British political thought, regardless of the degree to which the British were consciously aware of its
adoption.
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complicated by the philosophy of Burke (a philosophy that readily served to defend the
institutional validity of hereditary title and temporal rule). In the Italian context, Romans could
never defend the authority of a king in the same manner employed by the British, precisely
because their history had no genuine record of an Italian monarchy; hence, when the Italians
sought to adopt a constitutional monarchy, doing so was-in reality-a revolutionary gesture
rooted in a counterrevolutionary philosophy. This will be demonstrated through an analysis of
the various governments that defined Italy during the Risorgimento.
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CHAPTER Two-
Envisioning the Capital
Envisioning the Monarchy as Government
Rome was designated capital in 1870, more than two decades after the 1848 ratification
of a written document formally established the constitutional monarchy as the governing
system of Italy. The particular relationship of the Papacy to the royal government was a
recurrent theme in nineteenth-century Italian politics, a reality embodied by the Papacy's
outspoken opposition to the monarchy and the presence of the royal government in Rome (yet
there was also the opposition of the parliamentary membership to one another operative in the
nascent political polarity of Destra and Sinistra factions). With the royal government's
relationship to the Papacy the dominant political issue of the day, the monarchy that formed the
government became a secondary system of limited consequence. The ineffectuality and relative
unimportance of the monarchy was the resultant condition of the political nature of Italy, even
though the monarchy was originally envisioned as a political authority with tremendous power.
The governing constitution of the Italian monarchy, Lo Statuto Albertino di Regno di Sardegna e
Regno d'Italia (a document written in French and ratified on March 4, 1848), expressed the royal
government's loyalty to Catholicism. The preamble of this document was worded with a
religious overtone, and noted the State's affection for the (Heavenly) Father.42 Denis Mack
Smith notes that the Italian constitution took influence from earlier constitutions written in
France and Belgium, just as Howard McGaw Smyth notes that numerous similarities exist with
the Prussian Verfassung,4 however, the document also emulated the organization of the British
42 Lo Statuto Albertino (Regno di Sardegna e Regno d'Italia), March 4. 1848, Presidenza della Repubblica, 10 April 2005
<http://www.quirinale.it/costituzione/Preunitarie-testi.htm>. The preamble of the Statuto Albertino as published
in Italian, rather than the original French: "Con lealtd di Re e con affetto di Padre Noi veniamo oggi a compiere quanto
avevamo annunziato ai Nostri amatissimi sudditi col Nostro proclama dell' 8 dell'ultimo scorso febbraio, con cui abbiamo voluto
dimostrare, in mezzo agli eventi straordinarii che circondavano i/paese, come la Nostra confidenza in loro crescesse colla gravitd delle
circostanZe, e come prendendo unicamente consiglio dagli impulsi del Nostro cuorefosseferma Nostra intenzione di conformare le loro
sorti alla ragione dei tempi, agli interessi ed alla dignitd della Nazione. Considerando Noi le larghe eforti istituzioni rappresentative
contenute nelpresente Statuto Fondamentale come un mez.zo ilpini sicuro di raddoppiare coi vincoli d'indissolubile affetto che stringono
all'Italia Nostra Corona un Popolo, che tante prove Ci ha dato difede, d'obbedienza e d'amore, abbiamo determinato di sancirlo e
promugarlo, nella fiducia che Iddio benedire le pure Nostre intenzioni, e che la Nazione libera, forte e felice si mostrerd sempre pik
degna dell'anticafama, e saprd meritarsi un glorioso avvenire. Perib di Nostra certa scienza, Regia autorita, avuto ilparere del Nostro
Consiglio, abbiamo ordinato ed ordiniamo inforza di Statuto e Legge fondamentale, perpetua ed irrevocabile della Monarchia, quanto
segue." A modern English-language translation is also available in William Farleigh Dodd, Modern Constitutions,
Vol. II (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1909). Parts of the constitution are translated in: Howard McGaw
Smyth, "Piedmont and Prussia: The Influence of the Campaigns of 1848-1849 on the Constitutional
Development of Italy," The American Historical Review 55:3 (1950): 479-502.
4 Denis Mack Smith, Italy and its Monarchy (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989) 4; Smyth 483--486.
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Magna Carta in its subsequent structure of numbered articles defining the nature of a governing
monarchy, and the constitution hinted at an Italian admiration for the British system of
government (mirroring what Camille de Cavour-the first Prime Minister of Italy-expressed
when he noted that while the French proclaim liberty, the British live it). Dennis Mack Smith
provides a translation of a pertinent quote by Cavour: "The English have learnt how to work
together; they know how to discuss without altercation and to respect individual opinions; even
the smallest minorities can expect to be heard with attention, and often a single voice will
suffice to postpone a decision until clarification of an issue succeeds in producing a
consensus."" If the Italians largely appealed to a British system of government, they did so
literally and refused to relegate their monarch to a purely symbolic role. Article Two of the
Statuto Albertino specifically notes that the authority of the State rests on its structure as a
representative monarchial government; however, the authority of the monarchy descends
through hereditary title under the superintendence of Salic Law.4 ' This premodern language is
continued throughout the constitution, as the later amendments of the Statuto Albertino
established numerous powers to the king directly, and-much like the Magna Carta-avoided
defining the actual role of government in a comprehensive sense. The Italian monarchy was
largely conceived of as a premodern political system (as evidenced by the Statuto Albertino),
despite its integral role in the modern formation of the Italian nation. Yet as a young nation,
Italy's emulation of an ancient system of government is problematic.
The institution of the Papacy, and the commonality of language, represented the two
most important of the young nation's few common cultural traits, and the relationship the royal
government held to language and religion was of particular importance in legitimizing the
power claims of the monarchy in Rome. The cultural origins of Piedmont resulted in the first
constitution of Italy being written in French, and the general political currents of French society
were undoubtedly more readily known to the document's authors than texts written in other
languages, reinforcing the Italian constitution's foreign character; however, the Italian State's
formal recognition of the Papacy's cultural relationship with the royal government was
solidified when the King of Italy claimed his authority descended from the Grace of God.46
Although the Italian constitution declared Catholicism to be a State religion, spiritual pluralism
" Smith, Cavour 18-19.
4 Lo Statuto Albertino.
46 Smith, Italy 4.
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was also tolerated under Article One, which acknowledged: "The Catholic religion-Apostolic
and Roman-is the only Religion of the State. Other existing sects will be tolerated in accord
with the laws." 47 But beyond the Papacy's reluctant tolerance of Judaism (whose adherents had
already been sequestered into ghettoes during the sixteenth-century), an open subscription to
Protestant Christianity or heretical sects had been historically suppressed in the realms that
ultimately formed Italy. At the formation of the Kingdom of Italy, the religion of the Italian
nation was already-formally and legally-Catholicism in every practical sense, with all but the
Jewish population necessarily adhering to the Papacy's teachings in all official capacities of
sociopolitical interaction. By formally naming a State religion, the royal government solidified
Catholicism-the practical religion of the Italian peoples-as an intrinsic component of the
national identity, a point of consequence during the renovation of the Roman capital and the
construction of the Corso Vittorio Emanuele I. Yet the royal government was certainly seeking to
secularize the new administration of the Italian parliament even as the Statuto Albertino defined
the legal protections guaranteed of religious practice. Beyond the preamble's formal
recognition of the Church's official position as a State religion, and the protected status of
existing Protestant denominations, the Statuto Albertino did not address issues of faith in any of
its remaining eighty-three articles (excepting the possible declaration of the king's own sacred
and inviolable personage in Article Four).48  The remainder of the constitution instead
addressed the secular nature of the royal government and the Italian people, indicating the
belief in a modern nation unbound by religion. While Italy was already a recognized nation
when urban planning initiatives for Rome were introduced by secular authorities, those
proposed directives were the product of varied governments with incongruent intentions for
the Italian capital.
47 Lo Statuto Albertino Article One: "L Reigione Cattolica, Apostolica e Romana i la sola Re/igione dello Stato. Gli Altn culti
ora esistenti sono tollerati conformemente alle leggi." Here the royal government may have looked to America's First
Amendment for a formulation of Italian religious policy, as the United States Constitution famously declares that
"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof;"
United States Constitution, The United States House of Representatives, 10 April 2005 <http://www.house.gov!
Constitution/Constitution.html>. This too paralleled the British tradition, though the ramifications were different
(once Henry VIII severed the English Church from Rome and outlawed Catholicism), as in: Magna Carta
Translation, (a translation of Magna Carta as confirmed by Edward I with his seal in 1297), National Archives and
Records Administration, 10 April 2005 <http://www.archives.gov/exhibit hall/featured documents/
magna~carta/translation.html>, Article One: "First, We have granted to God, and by this our present Charter
have confirmed, for us and our Heirs for ever, That the Church of England shall be free, and shall have her whole
rights and liberties inviolable. We have granted also, and given to all the freemen of our realm, for us and our Heirs
for ever, these liberties underwritten, to have and to hold to them and their Heirs, of us and our Heirs for ever."
48 Lo Statuto Albertino Article Four: "La persona del Re i sacra ed inviolabile."
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The formal recognition of the Kingdom of Italy in 1861 was largely authenticated by
King Vittorio Emanuele II's ascent to the throne in 1849 (his elevation to the monarchy
operated under the governing auspices of the Italian constitution, an action which established
Vittorio Emanuele II as the first King of Italy, while also recognizing his succession from the
existing royal government of the Kingdom of Savoy) [figure 5j. In his personage, the actual
manifestation of the monarchy-and its relationship to the Papacy-was physically embodied.
Vittorio Emanuele II maintained a strained relationship with the Papacy and-like many of the
important figures of the Risorgimento-offered confusing statements on the place of religion in
the modern nation. Dennis Mack Smith, citing official royal correspondence, notes that King
Vittorio Emanuele II believed the Italian Risorgimento's success was an indication of Providence,
and that the royal government could be an instrument of God's Will if it punished the Papacy
for betraying Divine intent."4 Yet King Vittorio Emanuele II, even despite a troubled
relationship with the Papacy and a series of recurrent excommunications and absolutions, was
finally reconciled to the Church and received the Sacraments of Reconciliation and Extreme
Unction on his deathbed."' King Vittorio Emanuele II was even buried in the Church of Santa
Maria ad Maryres (the Pantheon) under Papal approval and with much fanfare. For this reason,
it is difficult to claim that King Vittorio Emanuele II was necessarily anticlerical. The king's
conflicted position was similar to that of many revolutionary activists, aristocrats, businessmen,
and governing officials; conversely, other individuals, like Bettino Ricasoli-the Tuscan leader
who rose to Prime Minister after Camille de Cavour's death-were deeply religious, often
expressing their belief that the separation of Papal and royal authorities assured the proper
ordering of their distinct governing spheres (the separate spiritual and temporal domains)."
Many of these positions would change under the election of a Sinistra government. Whereas
early Italian Destra leaders had attempted to reconcile the monarchy to the Papacy, the
relationship between the Pope and parliament altered under the Sinistra leadership (a period
when anticlerical hostility came to represent the general disposition of the government).
49 Smith, Italy 38; citing Vittorio Emanuele II, Le Lettere di Vittorio Emanuele II, Vol. II, ed. F. Cognasso (Turin:
Deputazione suba/pina di storiapatria, 1966) 857.
50 Ibid. 63; citing Pio XI e Vittorio Emanuele II dal loro carteggio private, Vol. III, ed. P. Pietro Pirri (Rome: Pontificia
Universita Gregoriana, 1961) 436-445.
si Ibid. 7.
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The Questione Romana
The political expression of the changing relationship between the parliament and the
Papacy is most clearly visible in the conceptualization of Rome's relationship to Italy as the
nation's capital. Against the backdrop of the constitution and the writings of early political
leaders, the Questione Romana remained a dominant political issue for the Italian parliament,
framing the context of the capital's urban reformation-and the construction of the Corso
Vittorio Emanuele II-against feuding religious and secular authorities [figure 6J. And if Britain
was an operative intellectual ally of certain Risorgimento tendencies, one of the great successes of
British political stability was its two-party polarization. In observing an admiration for British
political stability (whether consciously or subconsciously), Italy emerged as a two-party system
of simple categorical 'Left' (Sinistra) and 'Right' (Destra) distinctions. The representatives of
these distinct factions were not organized as parties in a proper sense, though they functioned
in a very similar manner. Generally speaking, a defense of the monarchy and other aristocratic
titles remained an elitist and conservative position reminiscent of a premodern social structure,
and was principally defended by members of the Destra. While the Italian confederacy
proposed by Carlo Cattaneo never came to fruition (this theoretical social construct was
proposed in opposition to the installation of a monarchy), a respect for the unique cultural
identities of the various regions of Italy was also generally embedded in the political positioning
of the Destra.12 Conversely, the Sinistra supported a republican system ruled by the meritocracy,
and remained overtly anticlerical in many of their policy proposals. Most Sinistra figures came
to accept the monarchy reluctantly, as a premodern system of entitlements was antithetical to
their vision of a republican governing system. Because the process of Italian unification was led
by the royal family of the House of Savoy and members of the military establishment, the Destra
remained strong in the years immediately following Italian unification (as the Destra, led by
Camille de Cavour, controlled the nation's initial government). Shortly after unification, the
Sinistra came to power; hence, the reformation of the Roman capital occurred while two
competing visions of the Italian national identity were being debated in parliament: A Destra
monarchialism that sought to preserve the ancient order of the Papacy within the equally
52 Martin Thom, "Cities in the Thought of Carlo Cattaneo," Journal of Modern Italian Studies 5:1 (2000) 1-21;
Martin Thorn, "'Liberty and Truth' or 'the Sovereignty of Reason': Carlo Cattaneo and the Place of Politics in the
Modern World," Journal of Modern Italian Studies 6:2 (2001) 178-194.
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ancient system of hereditary monarchy adopted by the young nation, against a Sinistra
republicanism marked by a secularizing intellectual current.
These competing visions for the Roman capital resulted in yet another underlying
economic debate that partially motivated the transition of the Italian government form Destra to
Sinistra authorities, and-from within the Sinistra-to the uniquely autocratic rule of Prime
Minister Giolitti. As noted, the Destra supported the monarchy above republican currents, and
generally supported the Church above secular currents; however, the Destra was also allied to
the northern industrial and financial lobby largely disassociated from the agrarian interests of
the south, where the peasant classes generally held to be the most supportive demographic of
the Papacy were concentrated. In allying with northern industrial and financial interests, the
Destra generally represented the free-trade position in parliament against rising socialist currents
represented by the Sinistra. Conversely, the Sinistra were more generally tied to southern
interests (which were often anti-industrial), especially once the European decline in agricultural
prices during the mid-1880s caused Prime Minister Agostino Depretis to embrace a
protectionist economic policy. These competing forces ultimately resulted in a schismatic
economic conflict between separate northern and southern Italian identities, which underscored
a baffling array of political debates. Highlighted by tariff wars and the promotion of
protectionism (and often with limited concern for the associated social platforms), was the
notion of two distinct regional identities-a northern and southern Italy-whose dissimilar
natures were embedded in precedents datable to the medieval period."
The overtly anticlerical Prime Minister Agostino Depretis of the Sinistra came to power
and led the period of transformismo politics (characterized by the loose reward of special interest
groups-Destra and Sinistra-without regard to their philosophical disposition). These two
periods of political transformations (from Destra, to Sinistra-or Transformismo-governments)
finally broke down entirely when a third era of distinctive rule-the Giolittian era-initiated a
complex (and generally benevolent) system of government abuses that anticipated the coming
of the Fascists under Benito Mussolini in 1918 (Giolitti was already considered by some to be a
dictator during his reign, though he also offered one of the last voices against Mussolini in the
s3 Caracciolo 36-51; This divide is ancient, as-for example-Friederich II Hohenstaufen briefly united the
southern Kingdom of Sicily with the northern Holy Roman Empire even as Pope Innocent III sought to reform
the Papal States between these two lands in 1213; David Abulafia, Frederick II, A Medieval Emperor (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1988) 11-88.
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early 1920s).14 Because each of these three periods reflects a very different conceptualization of
the Italian nation, the vision of what Roman architecture and urbanism was expected to express
changes slightly in each period.
Visions of the Capital under a Destra Government
Because the earliest formulation of practical Italian statecraft occurred under the
appointment of Prime Minister Camille de Cavour, it is impossible to separate the first visions
of the Roman capital from his statements [figure 7j. Cavour, born in 1810, was a citizen of
Savoy and a courtier of Piedmont prior to the formation of the Kingdom of Italy.55 Cavour
spent his formative years in Savoy, and was subject to the same peculiarly French environment
the royal family, including Vittorio Emanuele II, were formed under.56 Cavour had himself
agitated for the process of Italian unification, and had campaigned for its commencement under
the king; further, while Cavour only became a true politician in 1848, he swiftly assumed control
of the parliament in 1852 (as the leader of the Destra).57 As the Italian Prime Minister, Cavour
was the iconic representative of the king and the most singularly important figure in the political
crossfire forming between the royal government and the Papacy. The Destra government of
Cavour ultimately grew impatient with the parliament's efforts at appeasing the monarchy (even
as elected officials often tried to walk a fine line between overt anticlericalism and filial
orthodoxy), and Prime Minister Cavour issued the famous 'Roma Capitale' proclamation in the
Florentine house of government on March 25, 1861, explaining the merits of Rome as a
national capital and the royal government's intentions for the city:
The choice of the capital has been determined with great moral reasoning. It is the sentiment of the
people to decide on these questions and their relevant issues. Here, oh gentlemen, agree that in
Rome there occurs all the circumstances of history, intellect, and morality for it to be determined as
having the condition of the capital of a great State. Rome is the only city of Italy whose memories
are not exclusively municipal, as all the history of Rome, from the time of Caesar through the present
day, is the history of a city whose importance extends infinitely to all the territories; of one city, that
is, destined to be the capital of a great State.
I am convinced, deeply convinced, of this truth; I believe myself obliged to proclaim in a more
solemn way before you, and before the whole nation, that I am obliged in this situation to make an
appeal to the patriotism of all the citizens of Italy and of the representatives of its illustrious cities,
we must today stop the proposed discussions, so that we may declare to the whole of Europe, that
54 Specifically, it was Sidney Sonnino, Giolitti's primary political opponent, who leveled such claims before noting
that only Giolitti could save Italy from the Fascists. Coppa 13-14; citing Alberto Bergamini, "Giolitti e Sonnino,"
L'Osservatore Politico Letterario 7 (1958) 101.
ss Smith, Cavour 1-49.
56 The Kingdom of Savoy's French character is demonstrated by an early letter from Camille de Cavour, which was
written in French rather than Italian; Howard R. Marraro, "Unpublished Letters of Italian Patriots of the
Risorgimento," Italica 20:4 (1943) 180-181.
s? Smith, Cavour 50-81.
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the one with the honor of representing this country in the face of foreign powers (King Vittorio
Emanuele II), can say: The necessity of having Rome as capital (read: Roma Capitale) is recognized
and proclaimed from within the nation.
The freedom of the Church
I have said, oh gentlemen, and I affirm once again that Rome, only Rome, must be the capital of
Italy. But to answer this difficulty begins in parliament. We must go to Rome, but under two
conditions, we must go in concert with the French, for without this the reunification of the city with
the rest of Italy will be interpreted badly by Catholics. In Italy and outside, this will single the
servitude of the Church. We must, that is, go to Rome, for without independence the Pontificate
will disable itself. We must go to Rome without the civil authority extending its power over the
spiritual order.
Here are the two conditions that must take place before we can go to Rome without the matter
placing the fate of Italy in peril.58
Despite these expressed sentiments, Cavour's reign as Prime Minister was marked by a
particular hostility toward the Papacy." The policies of the parliament under Prime Minister
Cavour were at odds with many of his own statements-both public and private-on religion
and spirituality. As the head of parliament, Cavour represented a government that had
suppressed or altered numerous ecclesiastical powers, following the 1850 abolishment of
Church courts and ecclesiastical privileges (under Prime Minister D'Azeglio); and, issuing the
1852 confirmation of secular marital union laws, the 1854 restrictions on monastery properties,
58 Discorso di Camille de Cavour alla Camera, pronunziato al Parlamento il 25 marzo 1861, Chronologia: 2000 anni di stona
11 April 2005 <http://www.cronologia.it/storia/a18611.htm>:
'a scelta della capitale i determinata da grandi ragioni morali. Z1 il sentimento deipopoli che decide le questioni ad essa relative. Ora,
o signori, in Roma concorrono tutte le circostanze storiche, intellettuali, morali, che devono determinare le condizioni della capitale di un
grande stato. Roma i la sola citta d'Italia che non abbia memorie esclusivamente municipali, tutta la storia di Roma, dal tempo dei
Cesari algiorno d'oggi, / la storia di una cittd la cui importanZa si estende infinitamente al di i del suo territorio, di una cittd, cios,
destinata ad essere la capitale di un grande stato.
"Convinto, profondamente convinto, di questa veritd, io mi credo in obblgo diprocamarlo nel modo pik so/enne davanti a voi, davanti
alla nazione, e mi tengo in obbligo di fare in questa circostanza appello alpatiottismo di tutti i cittadini d'Ita/ia e dei rappresentanti
delle pin illustri delle sue citd, onde cessi ogni discussione in proposito, affinchi noi possiamo dichiarare all'Europa, affinchi chi ha
/'onom di rappresentare questo paese a fronte alle potenze estere, possa dire: la necessitd di avere Roma per capitale i riconosciuta e
proclamata dall'intera na!Zione.
'La libertd della Chiesa
'Ho detto, o signori, e afermo ancora una volta che Roma, Roma sola, deve essere la capitale d'Italia. Ma qui cominciano le diffico/td
della risposta all'onorevole interpellante. Noi dobbiamo andare a Roma, ma a due condizioni, noi dobbiamo andarvi di concerto con la
Francia, inoltre senZa che la riunione di questa cittd al resto d'Italia possa essere interpretata dai cattolici. In Italia e fuori, come il
segnale della servith della Chiesa. Noi dobbiamo, cios, andare a Roma, senZa che percio lindipendenZa vera del Pontefice venga a
menomarsi. Noi dobbiamo andare a Roma senza che l'autoritd civile estenda il suo potere sull'ordine spirituale.
'Ecco le due condiioni che debbono veficarsiperchi noipossiamo andare a Roma senza mettere in pericolo le sorti d'Italia."
5 Smith, Cavour 125 provides a brief synopsis of the contradictory nature of Cavour's religious beliefs.
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the 1855 suppression of the Jesuits in Turin and-in Smith's words-"the abolition of any
monastic Orders not devoted to education or charity," and-from 1856 onward-a series of
ecclesiastical property appropriations.6 " Following the formal recognition of the Kingdom of
Italy in 1861, under the Destra leadership, secular marriage was adopted for the whole of Italy in
1865, religious education in public schools ceased to be compulsory in 1870, and theology
chairs at State universities were abolished in 1872. In Rome, where the Destra government-
preoccupied by treasury concerns and increasing debts-preferred to confiscate ecclesiastical
palaces for royal functions, properties were taken from the Papacy for political use.
The conflict between the Papacy and the royal government, already hostile, was
amplified by the formal occupation of Rome by the royal government in 1870, when the Papacy
was stripped of its temporal authority [figure 8j. Extending from this, the Destra created in
Rome an architectural expression for the monarchy that was characterized by the literal
usurpation of the governing structure of the previous period of Papal rule. Prior to the
installation of a royal government there were no genuine political authorities in Rome beyond
the Papacy (excepting those powers granted to the municipality by the Papacy). John Agnew,
noting the Italian scholar Biridelli, expressed a belief that Rome "became the capital not for the
qualities it had but for the ones it was missing." 2 Biridelli's concern was both financial and
bureaucratic, as Rome and had no economic basis or governing bodies beyond those activities
sponsored by the Papacy, which allowed for the rapid installation of a new royal governing
authority (whereas stronger municipal authorities in other cities might have otherwise rejected
them).63 The installation of a new ruling body was facilitated by the poor aristocracy of Rome,
which had remained largely subservient to the Papacy in the years preceding unification."
Rome's centralized location also eliminated many of the cultural and economic tensions that
divided northern and southern Italy.
60 Ibid. 79; Dennis Mack Smith, Victor Emanuel, Cavour. and the RisoMimento (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1971) 46, 50-51.
61 Halperin 22, 23; citing Atti delParlamento Italiano, Discussioni della Camera dei Deputati, April 30. 1872, sessions 1871-
72, II, 1821.
62 John Agnew, "The Impossible Capital: Monumental Rome Under Liberal and Fascist Regimes, 1870-1943,"
Geogralska Anne/er 80:B (1998): 230.
63 Ibid. See also: Denis Bocquet and Filippo de Pieri, "Public works and municipal government in two Italian
capital cities: comparing technical bureaucracies in Turin and Rome, 1848-1888," Modern Italy 7:2 (2002) 143-
152. With the Papacy's temporal power eradicated, Bocquet and de Pieri argue that the Roman municipality
actually gained political power under the royal government.
64 Fried 19.
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With Cavour's death in 1861, the formal visualization of the capital was left to his
successors, who preserved Destra control of the government through the 1876 elections.
Urbano Rattazzi, Giovanni Lanza, and Marco Minghetti all served terms as Italian Prime
Minister (often returning to power after failing to be initially reelected), and primarily focused
their attention on the economic problems facing the young Kingdom of Italy. When Giovanni
Lanza came to power for the second time in 1869, he appointed Quintino Sella as the Minister
of Finance [figure 9j. Sella was notably anticlericalist, and was largely the leader of the Destra
governments during this period (generally because he was one of few stable figures in the Italian
parliament). Giovanni Lanza's alliance with Quintino Sella resulted in a period where the
confiscation and sale of religious properties, including convents and monasteries assumed and
sold by the Minister of Finance in 1875, came in response to the accruing deficits that formed
in the years following unification.15 The strategies employed by Sella to compensate for the
mounting debt also included the sale of royal property and assets, as well as the printing of new
money; however, the affront to the Papacy's property rights was perhaps the most controversial
aspect of the economic recovery plan. Royal Italy was claiming to defend the property rights of
its civilians even as it infringed upon those of the Papacy, a reality that reinforced the Destra
vision of Rome as a capital formed by the usurpation of the previous ecclesiastical governing
structures. The Destra under Lanza and Sella attempted to secularize the very history of Rome
by refashioning religious structures and ecclesiastical palaces into governing facilities (perhaps
the Quirinal Palace's transformation into the royal family's residence in Rome is the most
notable example).66 Yet the Destra government could not yet exert physical powers over the
formation of the Roman capital, as the project of urban planning was still very much a
municipal affair (this point will be explored in detail momentarily). The royal government ruled
over Rome in a restrained manner, though the king did initiate the construction of river
embankments by royal decree following a December 1870 flooding. 7 The planning imperatives
of Rome during this period clearly placed the new governmental district on the periphery of the
city, and while Destra leaders were content with the operation of government from confiscated
ecclesiastical properties, Sella in particular agitated for the development of a new government
65 Caracciolo 118-119.
66 Williams 29. Williams outlines the events surrounding the Quirinal Palace situation in some detail, citing royal
decree no. 6000 which extended the June 25, 1865 expropriation law no. 2359; also, Smith, Italy 166 notes that the
Papacy was still claiming control of the Quirinal Palace as late as 1904.
67 Ibid. 27.
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district with new buildings.68 This was the vision of the capital ultimately adopted by the
Sinistra.
Visions of the Capital under a Sinistra (& Transformismo) Government
Despite its status as national capital, Rome was generally treated as a city coequal with
other Italian municipalities during the years the Destra controlled the royal treasury. The royal
Destra government generally withdrew from municipal politics, favoring a centralized nationalist
government that did not interfere with municipal matters in Rome or elsewhere. When the
Sinistra came to power in 1876, this attitude was replaced by an interventionist tendency that
transformed the political vision of the Roman capital; thereafter, the Sinistra generally remained
in power until the election(s) of the liberal capitalist Giolitti (while he had strong
progressive/liberal tendencies, he should not be regarded as a simple extension of the Sinistra
approach to government). Following the election of Emanuele Ruspoli as major of Rome
(Ruspoli served from 1877 to 1880), many of the political intentions of the Sinistra municipal
government were aligned with those of the royal government. Agostino Depretis, the first of
the Sinistra Prime Ministers (reigning 1876-1879, 1881-1887), was particularly anticlerical and
noticeably outspoken in his criticisms of the Papacy. Robin Brentwood Williams cites the
intention of Depretis "to create beside the remains of the grandeur of the ancient owner of the
world, and facing the monuments of papal Rome, a new Rome, a symbol and fruit of the
modern civilization and of the renovated unity of Italy."6 9 Depretis' reign as Prime Minister was
joined by the generally anticlerical sentiment of Quintino Sella, who did not fall from power as
Minister of Finance in the transfer of government from Destra to Sinistra authorities, and
apparently functioned quite well alongside Depretis because of their shared anticlericalism.
Depretis was also the prime proponent of the Concorso dello Stato, a bill for numerous public
works and the ultimate motivator of the royal Development Plan of 1883 (to be discussed in
detail momentarily), which Sella was willing to support financially (he even promoted increasing
the allocated funding)." The Sinistra agenda for the Roman capital also continued under
Francesco Crispi (reigning 1887-1891, 1893-1896), who spoke of his intentions for the Roman
program of architecture and urbanism, noting that "he who enters in this great city finds there
the synthesis of two great epochs, one more wonderful than the other [... and] we must also
68 Ibid. 160.
69 Ibid. 124; citing: Atti del Parlamento Italiano, Documenti, Progetto di legge no. 220, 8.
70 Caracciolo 89.
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establish [ourselves] in Rome and erect there the monuments of civilization, so that later
generations can say that we were as great as our fathers [figure 10]."7' Robin Brentwood
Williams, who mined that quote, notes that Crispi's 'fathers' were those of ancient Rome, and
cites an additional text where Crispi refers to the Papacy as "the only true enemy that still exists
among us." 72 From these statements and the release of royal funding, the Sinistra developed a
physical plan for the reformation of Rome that demonstrated a proactive desire to alter the city
in a manner the Destra was unwilling to embrace.
The Sinistra also differed from the Destra in their willingness to form a new State
architecture. One common characteristic of the Sinistra regime was its desire to create a unified
stylistic sensibility for the city that was independent of the existing architectural style.
Specifically, the blas6 architecture of Destra architect Raffaele Canevari-typified by the Palazzo
delle Finanze--was to be replaced by the bold nationalism of Pio Piacentini, the designer of the
Pala.zzo delle Esposizioni (who had been selected through competition rather than a direct
government directive, attesting to the Sinistra appreciation for aesthetic design).73 Neither
Canevari nor Piacentini dabbled in the medievalism of Camillo Boito (already mentioned as the
figure most clearly tied to the project of nationalism in built form). Yet the coming proposals
for the Palazzo del Parlamento, Palaz.zo di GiustiZia, and Vittoriano would all be marked by the
necessity of highlighting theatricality and monumentality in classical design as an expression of
national power. The Palazzo di GiustiZia, begun in 1887 by Guglielmo Calderini, the first project
conceived entirely by Sinistra officials, was born from the financial might of royal funds released
through the Concorso dello Stato. Its construction expressed the physical power the secular courts
possessed over the ancient system of Canon Law, becoming an affront to Papal history and a
continuation of the Sinistra project of overt religious confrontation. Robin Brentwood Williams
cites a text by the architect Calderini noting the placement of the Palazzo di Giusti.zia as an
"adventurous and bold thinking that politically formulated the great idea of erecting..., veritably
on the doorstep of the Vatican of the Popes, the palace of moralizing and instructive justice of
new-[found] freedom." 75  Robin Brentwood Williams even goes so far as to claim that the
71 Williams 125; citing Francesco Crispi, Discorsi Cgispi, March 10, 1881, 2:480.
72 Ibid.; citing Francesco Crispi, Discorsi Cspi. March 11, 1881, 2:691.
73 Ibid. 169; Eberhard Schroeter, "Rome's First National State Architecture: The Pala.Zo delle Finanze," Art and
Architecture in the Service of Politics, eds. Henry A. Millon and Linda Nochlin (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1978)
128-149.
74 Zucconi.
75 Williams 177.
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Palazzo di GiustiZia, along with the Palazzi dell'Esedra and Termini Train Station, forms a triad of
major royal monuments to be understood as the terminuses of new streets, including the Corso
Vittorio Emanuele II, the Via Nazionale, and Via Cavour respectively.76 Coinciding with the
release of the 1883 Development Plan, the Sinistra government also held a building competition
for the uncompleted Palazzo del Parlamento to be located at the Capitoline Hill.77 The Sinistra
particularly latched on to the mythology of the monarchy, forging a connection to an imperial
ancestry with the king's burial in the Pantheon and the ultimate construction of the Vitoriano
alongside the ancient monumental zone. Certainly the mythology of the monarchy provides
two intrinsic dualities useful in the formation of a national identity: First, as simultaneous Head
of Government and Head of State; Second, in the physical man and the metaphysical office.
This multiplicity of symbolisms allowed the monarchy to take a very real role in the visual
justification of the State, and the Corso Vittono Emanuele II was obviously intended to be an
iconographic reinforcement of the modern political project, linking the monarchy to an imperial
past standing in opposition to the Papacy (it is noteworthy that the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II
physically extends from the course of the monumental zone-the Via Foro Impediale-beyond
the Capitoline Hill, and bisects the important monuments of antiquity in the city's historic
center before proceeding to cross the River Tiber into the realm of the old Leonine City of the
Popes).
Visions of the Capital under a Giolittian Government
In 1882 there began a third period of royal Roman rule defined by the leadership of
Prime Minister Giolitti [figure 11j. This period, often referred to as the Giolittian Era,
continued until the rise of Mussolini in 1921 (the Fascists assumed control in 1922, with
Mussolini's famous election 'reform' occurring in 1928). The transfer of power from Giolitti to
Mussolini is held by some to be an obvious extension of a shared dictatorial tendency, as the
early part of the twentieth-century is marked by the term 'Giolittismo,' which references the
famously corrupt politics of a Prime Minister who remained strongly manipulative of the
electorate. The distinctions between the two-party system of Italy had generally broken down
by the time Giolitti was elected Prime Minister, and while he was a 'progressive liberal'
particularly engaged in economic issues and the transformation of Italian material production
76 Ibid. 178.
77 Ibid. 189, 192.
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from an agrarian to industrial economy, he was also increasingly authoritarian.8 The project of
transforming Rome into a national capital was already underway during the Giolittian Era, and
generally followed the same agenda earlier Sinistra leaders had plotted (construction on the Corso
Vittono Emanuele II continued even into 1930 and was marked by no serious alterations to the
original plan; with the great demolitions to the Largo Argentina occurring years later, under
Fascist rule, from 1926 to 1929).9 Certainly the architectural and urban value of the capital was
still of concern to the royal government, with Lanciani publishing the Forma Urbis Romae
between 1893 and 1901;"" however, Giolitti's Italy was a mature state, with the project of
nation-making and irredentism in decline, and the nation's international importance largely
secured, notably marked by Giolitti's belief that "a peaceful foreign policy is an important factor
contributing to domestic peace."' Yet this period was also marked by a manipulated electorate
and considerable allegations of fraud. Regardless the intended 'image of statehood' promoted
by Giolitti, his Italy was a nation whose liberalism and 'Modernity' were on the brink of
collapse. The particular conception of Italy represented by the Giolittian parliament was no
longer one of concern for the capital and the Questione Romana, but rather a vision for the entire
nation, with the Prime Minister already essentially functioning as a dictator and the monarchy
relegated to a ceremonial role (even though the actions of King Vittorio Emanuele II and his
predecessor demonstrate that this was not what had been originally intended in the formation
of the Italian government). It is even conceivable that the mature vision of the Italian nation
represented by Giolitti, in the national capital, and through the constitutional monarchy,
hastened the decline of Italian liberalism and the demise of the Kings of Italy.
78 Coppa 241-259.
79 Maria Gabriella Cimino, Maria Grazia Massafra and Maresita Nota Sand, Corso Vittorio Emanuele II: Luoghi e
personaggi 1880-1930 (Naples: Electa Napoli, 1997) 20.
80 Ibid.
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CHAPTER THREE -
Planning for the Future
The Roman Context before Modernity
Rome's urban fabric makes visibly evident opposing conceptions of the city and its
organizational structures. To begin with, there is the still-discernable presence of Ancient
Rome (both Imperial and Republican) and the traces of a polycentric metropolis with densely
arranged structures whose disposition seems chaotic rather than organized, logical, and based
on a linear arrangement of streets, monuments, temples, marketplaces, and civic buildings. To
be sure, a polycentric organization of the city is mitigated by the fact that some centers emerge
as more important than others; the Temple of Jupiter on the Capitoline Hill, for example, could
be regarded as the most significant among a broad array of possible sites. While it seems that
the architects, city planners, and administrators of Ancient Rome oriented structures in a
rectilinear fashion, a true street grid has never been evident in the urban fabric, and,
furthermore, the city contradicted the model of castrum planning employed for new cities in the
Empire (evidenced by the ancient fabric of Florence and Naples). Medieval Rome presents a
far different picture: in a city of declining population, limited economic potential, and
diminished resources, ancient edifices either provided construction materials for new buildings
or were refashioned into churches, palaces, and defensive structures. This resulted not only in a
confused reuse of foundations, but also alterations to the city fabric that were made manifest in
curving streets, irregular spaces, and disjointed intersections, which rendered the various centers
of a polycentric plan even less formalized than before. These reuses and alterations were
further complicated during the Renaissance and Baroque periods by the interventions of
aristocratic families (such as the Farnese and the Barberini) and ecclesiastical institutions
(primarily the Papacy). Streets like the Via Pellegrini and the Via del Baullari demonstrate a
reemerging concern to cut through the perceived confusion of medieval complexity and reorder
the city for modern use.
The only continuously inhabited area of Rome during the period since antiquity is the
city's historic center, which is the area enclosed by the Corso della Strada and the River Tiber,
including the neighborhoods surrounding what is today the Corso Vittorio Emanuele IL Because
of the political and economic importance of the Papacy, the diminutive population of medieval,
Renaissance, and Baroque Rome concentrated in this span of fabric while the countryside was
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reclaimed for agrarian purposes. The most important span of fabric in the city's historic center
is the Renaissance Quarter, which principally lies between the Vatican and Capitoline Hills-the
two historic government seats in Rome-along a bend in the River Tiber. The Vatican Hill is
the site of Saint Peter's Basilica, the principal shrine of the Catholic faith and the epicenter of
Papal spiritual guidance throughout the world; meanwhile, the Capitoline Hill is the historic
center of municipal government, which has maintained varying degrees of influence in Rome's
storied history. The municipal authority on the Capitoline Hill was certainly the Papacy's only
genuine political rival in Rome prior to the imposition of royal rule in 1870. Even into the late
nineteenth-century Rome was physically defined by the area established between these two
poles of government, as most of the land enclosed by the Aurelian Wall-the defensive circuit
built to enclose the city during antiquity-was still only farmland at the close of the nineteenth-
century [figure 12j. This was the environment the urban development proposals of the
nineteenth-century addressed, first during the late reign of Pope Pius IX, and later in the plans
proposed by the autonomous governments of both the Roman municipality and the Italian
royal government. These plans were to address the future development of the city's historic
center and the surrounding agrarian countryside.
The Development Initiatives of Pope Pius IX
Pope Pius IX reigned from 1846 to 1878, witnessing the entirety of the physical process
of Italian unification and the formal selection of Rome as national capital in 1870 [figure 13j.
During this period, Pope Pius IX actively engaged issues affecting the Papacy's power,
attempting to concretely define both the temporal and spiritual limits of the Church through
the First Vatican Council and a series of Papal documents explicitly demanding the preservation
of the Church's temporal sovereignty. While Pope Piux IX strengthened the Papacy's claim
over spiritual matters with the conclusion of the First Vatican Council in 1870, he also loosened
the Papacy's claim over temporal matters through the formation of a democratic municipal
government in Rome and through a series of political concessions that included the formal
renunciation of his neo-Guelf sympathizers in the Italian revolutionary movement. 82 While
Pope Pius VIII was widely regarded as a liberal, and even a Risorgimento hero, during a portion
of his reign, the threat to the Church's temporal power posed by Italian revolutionaries
motivated the Papacy to take a confrontational stance toward the royal Italian government
82 Williams 9 notes that the Pope had issued a 'Consistory Allocution' on April 29, 1848.
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under his successor, Pope Pius IX.83 The Papacy, which did have to confront revolutionary
currents in Rome, became an active opponent of the Papal States' participation in the formation
of a unified Italy. During the late nineteenth-century, many Europeans regarded Pope Pius IX
as a conservative opponent of Italian unification and a critic of modern means of governance
(and with that, Pope Pius IX was also regarded by many to be an opponent of the modern
conception of liberty). In 1861, when the formation of the Kingdom of Italy finally became
recognizable under a Florentine capital, Pope Pius IX released Nullis Certe Verbis, an encyclical
explicitly declaring the need for the preservation of the Papal States' "Civil Sovereignty."8 4
Papal opposition to the Italian unification effort is also clearly evident in the 1864 encyclical
Quanta Cura, which contained the first of two syllabi of 'Modern Errors' released by the
Papacy; 5 further, in the 1867 encyclical Levate, the Papacy expressed a clear concern for Rome's
impending invasion by denouncing the government of Piedmont as "evil" (which is noteworthy
in a document primarily directed toward persecution of the Church by the governments of
Poland and Russia) .86
Despite open opposition to the royal Italian government in later writings, Pope Pius IX
recognized the validity of certain events that led to the political turmoil of a still predominantly
Catholic France through the French Revolution, and the subsequent rise of Napoleonic
Europe, the Restoration, and a Second Empire (a chain of events that also resulted in the brief
period of Napoleonic rule in Rome from 1807 to 1814). Recognizing that a reaction against the
ecclesiastical and aristocratic hegemony in France was a response to the perceived oppression
of the ruling institutions, Pope Pius IX granted municipal self-rule through a limited democracy
in 1847 (revolutionary actively in the early nineteenth-century was generally tied to the still-
recent precedent of the French Revolution and its corresponding definitions of liberty and
oppression).87 Robert Fried notes that this Roman municipal government began as a collection
of one-hundred figures selected by the Papacy in the form of a city council, thereafter
perpetuated through internal cooption.8' An executive authority known as the Senate was
formed from within this council, and while the Papacy maintained a supervisory role over the
83 Robert J. M. Olson, "Representations of Pope Pius VII: The First Risorgimento Hero," The Art Bulletin 68:1
(March, 1986) 77-95.
84 Nullis Certe Verbe.
85 Quanta Cura.
86 Levate. Specifically, the Papacy declares that officials from the government of Piedmont "plan to raise the
standard of lies in this beloved city of Ours, before the very Chair of Peter, the center of Catholic truth and unity."
87 Italo Isolera, Roma Moderna (Turin, Italy: Piccola Biblioteca Einaudi, 1962) 6.
88 Fried 19.
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actions of the Senate, the Senate seems to have functioned with at least some autonomy. Yet
even the municipal government of Pope Pius IX was interrupted by the Roman Revolution of
1848 and the subsequent establishment of a Roman Republic in 1849, which partially called for
Roman participation in the project of Italian unification through the election of revolutionary
northerner Giuseppe Mazzini to a new Roman Triumvirate (during this period the Pope was in
refuge with Ferdinando II, King of the Two Sicilies, in Naples).8 9 Both profound and comedic,
this short-lived 'Republic' operated from February 9, 1849 to July 3, 1849, coming to an end the
same day its constitution was ratified in the halls of the Campidoglio, when-at the request of
Pope Pius IX-Napoleon III invaded the city, reinstating the Papacy as a sovereign force under
French protection from both foreign and domestic threats. By the mid-nineteenth-century, the
seeds of a revolutionary spirit in Rome had been squelched by a clerical government and a
foreign military presence, both of which are generally presented in historical accounts as
oppressive forces.
Still, it was under the municipal government that gas-powered street lighting was
introduced in 1852, and it was also under the municipal government that the installation of a
railway system began in 1856.'" Despite the Papal declaration of municipal self-rule, urban
interventions were executed-much in the ancient fashion of a monarchial state-by military
engineers, which remained under the direction of the Papacy in recognition of the Pope's role
as the sovereign ruler of the Papal States. The development projects of Pope Pius IX were
principally authored by the Secretary of War, Monsignor Francesco Saverio de Merode, in a
series of proposals extending from 1856 through to the invasion of Rome by forces under the
command of King Vittorio Emanuele II. The projects of Pope Pius IX and Monsignor
Francesco Saverio de Merode principally focused on the Via Nuova Pia (which would become
the Via Nazionale), and the Porta Maggiore and Termini Train Stations.9 ' The Via Nuova Pia was to
run parallel to the existing Via Pia (which would later be renamed the Via XX Settembre by
Risorgimento leaders) from the Via Quirinale to the new Train Station. The Porta Maggiore Train
Station, which was to connect Rome with Frascati in the south of the Roman province, was
placed alongside the PiazjZa Maggiore in 1856; likewise, the Termini Train Station, which was to
connect Rome with Ceprano in the province of Frosinone, was placed in its current location
89 Caracciolo 9-10.
90 Fried 19.
9" Insolera 10.
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alongside the Baths of Diocletion on the easternmost edge of the city in 1862. The Termini
Train Station was later altered to unify these two rails in an 1862/1863 proposal that came to
fruition in 1867 [figure 14j.9 3 There were also five smaller roads proposed in the rural area
around the Termini Train Station that had been begun under the sovereign reign of Pope Pius
IX and Monsignor Merode." A formal building code for the city was offered only in 1864, and
a full Development Plan of the city was never formally rendered as an illustration." The
connection of the recently completed Termini Train Station with the Roman historic center
through the Via Nuova Pia (Via Nazionale) was a project already in progress when the city was
invaded by King Vittorio Emanuele II's Italian forces on September 20, 1870.
The Development Plan (Piano Regolatore) of 1873
On October 2, 1870, the Roman population voted to formally become subject to the
laws of a unified Italy, completing the project begun by Prime Minister Camille de Cavour when
he had announced the intention to move the seat of government from the temporary capital of
Florence to Rome in March of 1861. Robin Brentwood Williams notes that contemporary
allegations of electoral fraud regarding this plebiscite do seem credible, as the skewed final
tallies and the outspoken opposition of the Sinistra members of the royal government to the
allowance of a popular vote indicated the anticipation of wildly different results.96 Despite such
criticisms, a favorable plebiscite for unification did give the formal annexation of Rome the
appearance of willfully entering the Kingdom of Italy. This legitimized Rome's formal
designation as capital on December 8, 1870." While it is conceivable that Rome would have
been designated capital regardless the plebiscite's final outcome, this gesture did diminish the
veracity of criticisms against the new secular Italian government. Transfer of the royal
government from Florence to Rome began on January 1, 1871 and was expected to be
completed approximately six months later.98 As the capital of unified Italy, the Roman fabric
was to be refashioned as a representative component of the new royal Italian government.
Despite the stated intent of parliament to refashion Rome as the national capital of unified Italy,
92 Ibid. See also: Andrea Giuntini, "Dowtown by the Train: The Impact of Railways on Italian Cities in the
Nineteenth Century - Case Studies," The City and the Railway in Europe, Ralf Roth and Marie-No~lle Polino, eds.
(Aldershot, UK: Ashgate Publishing, 2003) 130-132.
93 Ibid.
9 4 Williams 117.
9s Caracciolo 5-11; Fried 19.
96 Williams 117; citing Denis Mack Smith, Making of Italy, 1796-1870 (New York: Walker & Co, 1968) 413-415.
97 Ibid. 32.
98 Ibid.
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the Destra leaders of the royal Italian government refused to supply the required financial
assistance necessary for a dramatic reconfiguration of the city. Rome is typically presented in
scholarly histories as the most technologically backward of the major Italian cities at the time of
unification, and was economically incapable of generating the revenue necessary for the city's
transformation into a national capital without royal assistance [figure 15j. Rome's economic
weakness was largely the result of the city's historic reliance on the Papacy (a reality further
complicated by the Papacy's open opposition to what it contended was an unjust occupation by
the royal Italian government). The conflict between the Papacy and the royal government
resulted in the diminution of the Papacy's economic and political power, which effectively
eradicated the existing social structure of the city, generally enhancing the population's relative
poverty in relation to the remainder of Italy. Robert Fried provides an analysis of the 1853
census classifications, verifying Alberto Caracciolo's claim that the Roman populace was still
essentially organized in the manner of a medieval European social structure, with an aristocratic
reliance on the Papacy preserving this relationship into the modern era."
Despite Rome's own financial hardship, the municipality was directly charged with the
responsibility of producing a Development Plan-without the support of the royal
government-by a June 25, 1865 law passed five years prior to Rome's annexation (and
officially extended to Rome on November 17, 1870)."" While Rome was believed the city most
capable of coalescing largely disparate regions of Italy into a unified nation, the actions of
parliament demonstrate that there were fundamental problems with this belief. Expecting the
citizens of other cities to financially contribute to the formation of a national capital was
problematic, as Italians still principally identified with regional identities and historic City-States
like Turin, Venice, and Florence above their adopted national capital of Rome. There were also
larger problems regarding the young nations' north-south divide. While the project of nation-
building proved to be an extremely difficult task in the decade following the 1870 invasion of
Rome, it was exacerbated by the problem of forging a unified economy. As noted, the Destra
selected Rome as capital, at lest partially because it was geographically located between an
overtly agrarian south and a largely industrial north pitted against one another in a variety of
economic contests. This was also the moment when the royal government was attempting to
balance the budget under a Destra policy, as the national parliament was generating additional
99 Fried 19.
100Wilhiams 116.
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funds necessary for a balanced budget through the imposition of an 1871 import duty on
grain.101
The aforementioned 1865 law gave the various municipal governments of Italy
considerable powers with regard to reshaping the urban fabric. Italian cities could produce
Development Plans (piani regolatori), and were authorized to cut modern avenues through
existing fabric and commandeer properties on the fringe of urban environments for
government use or resale."1 02 The commandeering and selling of confiscated properties on the
periphery of urban environments also provided an additional means of revenue for the various
municipal governments of Italy, partially compensating for the absence of direct royal
funding;" 3 however, this same law also stated that a fair market value had to be given to the
properties' previous owner, meaning the existing economic condition of a given environment
and its legitimate prospects for development were embedded in the determination of
confiscated property value."4 The 1865 law also stated that official Development Plans released
by any given city had a twenty-five year period of applicability and required the approval of
both the royal Ministry of Public works and the regional city council prior to an official
establishment (local property owners had minimal influence on the official promulgation of
municipal Development Plans, as objections had to be presented before the municipality and
the royal authorities directly, with either body free to accept of decline such considerations
without further means of recourse)."
Producing a Development Plan for Rome in accord with the 1865 law was the
responsibility of the 'Commission of Eleven,' formed under the auspices of the provisional
government, itself appointed by royal military forces. This 'Commission of Eleven' contained
several figures that had served under the Papal reign of Pope Pius IX, including the head of the
commission, former Papal architect Piero Camporesi;106 likewise, many of the other figures
101 Coppa 66; citing Quintino Sella, Discorsi Parlamentari, IV, 29-39. There was also a larger national protectionist
impulse, reinforced by economic studies conducted by the politician Luigi Luzzatti (particularly the 1870 report
entitled Atti del comitato dell'inchiesta industriale), which brought an era of free trade to an end in 1878. The strong
protectionist impulse demonstrates the anxiety that existed among the industrial and commercial sectors of the
newly unified Italy, which only accelerated with the end of the French Commercial Treaty of 1876. Given the
complexity of international trade issues and the rivalry between northern and southern Italian interests, the
reluctance of the royal government to further fuel regional conflicts between major Italian cities through the
economic privileging of Rome was understandable.
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associated with the Commission of Eleven had also served Rome under the Papal government
of Pope Pius IX, notably Alessandro Viviani. Viviani was an engineer, largely responsible for
many of the railroads built under Pope Pius IX and Monsignor Merode, and served in the Ufficio
Tecnico. According to Robin Brentwood Williams, the first report of the Commission of Eleven,
released November, 1870, supported unilateral urban development toward the east, with the
"salubrity" of the land and the preexisting development begun under the reign of Pope Pius IX
cited as the rationale for a program of eastward expansion."" A second commission with the
direct involvement of important government officials, including Quintino Sella and Giuseppe
Gadda, validated the findings of the Commission of Eleven in a June 3, 1871 statement.108
The responsibility of producing the first municipal Development Plan for modern
Rome was given to Viviani, who objected to the instructions of the Commission of Eleven,
releasing a June 9, 1873 plan and thirty-page report for the development of Rome in all
directions (rather than supporting unilateral development to the east) [figure 161."9 Viviani's
plan called for street widths to range between thirty and forty meters, but proposed few straight
urban cuts through the fabric, with the notable exceptions of the Via di Pilota leading to the
Trevi Fountain and the Spina dei Borghi proposal in front of Saint Peter's Basilica (which was
never approved by Risorgimento leaders, though it was executed during the later period of Fascist
rule). Despite the general absence of straight avenue proposals in the city's historic center,
Viviani's plan clearly looked to the precedent established by Baron Haussmann in Paris under
the patronage of Napoleon 111.1"0 Viviani's plans were notably different from Baron
Haussmann's interventions in Paris, given that Rome had not been subject to the same riots and
violence that had necessitated dramatic crowd-control interventions. Yet Viviani's plan was
remarkably similar to Haussmann's Paris in scale and ambition, and shared many of the same
concerns for the treatment of monuments (particularly where the absence of preexisting urban
fabric offered Viviani a greater degree of flexibility and the potential for a closer emulation of
the Parisian model). Notably, the positioning of an important monument like the Church of
Santa Maria Maggiore at the midpoint of the Via Casilina/ Via Porta Maggiore in Rome is clearly
reminiscent of the earlier placement of the Church of La Madeleine at the midpoint of the Rue
107 Williams 117.
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Royale in Paris. Other similar placements of major monuments can be found in both Rome and
Paris, attesting to the presence of a similar-and decisively modern-urban philosophy. It is
also worth noting that Viviani's plan included the earlier Via Nuova Pia (Via Nazionale) proposal
of Pope Pius IX, which can itself be compared to the urban initiatives in Pope Sixtus V's plan
for Rome.
Viviani's plan received approval on September 3, 1873, but focused the future
development toward the east, particularly in the formation of a government district around the
Termini Train Station."' It is noteworthy that Viviani's proposal called for a developed
residential neighborhood called the 'Prati'north of the old Leonine City (this is the area vulgarly
called the Borgo that lies between Saint Peter's Basilica and the River Tiber, first formed into a
miniature city under the reign of Pope Leo IV in the late ninth-century). This area was not
included in the final approved proposal. It is also worth noting that no location or monument
was formally declared to be the city's urban center, although the Capitoline Hill has always
retained that role in the Roman mindset, particularly as the midpoint of an axis formed by the
Papacy's two official ecclesiastical seats (Saint Peter's Basilica in the west and the Basilica of
Saint John the Lateran in the east). Viviani's plan altered the conceptual centrality of the
Capitoline Hill slightly, transforming the classic seat of municipal government into the midpoint
of a religious compound headquartered on the Vatican Hill in the west, and a royal
governmental district headquartered on the Esquiline/Viminal Hill in the east. Oddly, the
Capitoline Hill was not clearly expressed in Viviani's plan as an area of particular importance,
with new avenue proposals merging at the northernmost point of the Piazza Venezia. Indeed, a
criticism against Viviani's proposal was the lack of a physically expressive urban center, a
weakness that would subject the first modern Development Plan of Rome to a critical debate
directly connected with the creation of a monument to King Vittorio Emanuele 11.112
The Development Plan (Piano Regolatore) of 1883
Following the death of King Vittorio Emanuele II, the Sinistra in the royal government
did release additional funding to the city of Rome for the purpose of transforming the ancient
city into a modern national capital, resulting in a revised Development Plan and the erection of
"I Kostof, Third Rome, 1870-1950 (Berkeley: University Art Museum, 1973) 43.
112 Note the commentary in James C Scott, Seeing Like a State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human
Condition Have Failed (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998) 53-83, in which the idea of planning and the
need for the creation of a national center operate as subsets of the ruling authority's larger desire for a 'State
simplification' that defines the people as a nation.
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a centralized monument to the King of Italy [figure 17J. Yet the city was still bound by the
Development Plan of 1873 when a January 9, 1878 commission was formed to advocate
interest in the creation of this monument, raising money for a formal design competition."3
This monument, the Vittoriano, would serve as both a symbol of national unity and a physical
testament to the king's presence in Rome, legitimizing the monarchy's place within the history
of the city, while also equating the Kingdom of Italy to earlier periods of pagan and Christian
rule. This necessarily motivated the royal government to take an active role in the production
of a monument to the King of Italy, subsidizing its construction with funding released in
connection with a formal design competition on July 25, 1880.14 Yet the winning proposal by
the Frenchman Paul-Henry N6not was rejected because of the controversial nature of his
French citizenship and the model he chose as a precedent for his design (a French Athenarum
proposal)."' This controversy resulted in a second design competition declared for December
15, 1883.116 The first design competition (the July 25, 1880 competition) did result in the
Capitoline Hill being chosen as the official site of the Vittoriano, after the proposed site of the
second-place proposal of Pio Piacentini and Ettore Ferrari courageously deviated from the
standard placement (the July 25, 1880 competition specified that the monument was to be a
triumphal arch placed on an unspecified location, though the Piaz.Za dell'Esedra-now called the
Piazza della Republica-on the edge of the Roman fabric was publicly circulated as the ideal
location). The winner of the second competition and the architect of the Vittoriano was
Giuseppe Sacconi, the designer of the monument built.
The debate over the Vittoriano had two important consequences: First, a large and
elaborate monument to the King of Italy was to be constructed on the northern face of the
Capitoline Hill, and would likely require further urban intervention-generally, the
regularization of a formal Piazza in the foreground-to reflect its importance and provide an
appropriate urban center; second, the royal government had officially taken an active role in the
transformation of the city, formally administering a design competition accompanied by the
supplemental release of the required funding needed for its actual completion. As noted, these
consequences were largely dependant on a shift in the royal government of Italy from the Destra
n3 Catherine Brice, Le Vitoriano (Rome: Ecole Franfaise de Rome, 1998), though written in French, does provide a
comprehensive analysis of each of the two competitions. The first competition is principally discussed in pages
67-144. The second competition is principally discussed in pages 225-260.
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to the Sinistra, with Agostino DePretis expressing a desire to see the royal government actively
engage the process of urban transformation in Rome.117 Equally, the new Roman mayor elected
in 1877, Emanuele Ruspoli, was cooperative with Agostino Depretis and actively encouraged
royal involvement in municipal projects."' Even before supplemental funding was provided to
the Vittoriano project by the royal government, Agostino Depretis promoted the Concorso dello
Stato on April 20, 1880."' The Concorso dello Stato specifically supplied royal funding for national
government buildings, bridges, and the demolition of the Ghetto.2" The Concorso dello Stato also
proposed royal assistance for the completion of the Via Nazionale, still largely a continuation of
the project begun by Pope Pius IX and Monsignor Merode, and the only significant aspect of
the Development Plan of 1873 actually underway at the time of the royal funding proposal.
The Concorso dello Stato was officially approved on May 14, 1881.
The release of ample royal funding for a variety of public works necessitated the
production of a new Development Plan by December 31, 1881.2 The creation of a revised
Development Plan proceeded with remarkable speed, and on July 20, 1882, Alessandro Viviani
was charged with the responsibility of revising the Development Plan of 1873 to reflect the
force of royal funding and the placement of the royal government's added components
(particularly government buildings like the Palazzo Giustizia). 3 A committee established on
December 12, 1882 was then to review the revised Development Plan, issuing a final vote of
approval on June 26, 1882, followed by parliamentary approval on August 31, 1882, formalized
by royal decree on March 8, 1883 [figure 18."4 Even though the Vittoriano design competition
had been completed five years prior to the approval of the Development Plan of 1883 (and had
been selected-in part-to form an urban center), a monument to the king was not included in
the finalized planning document, nor was the placement of a central urban point at the Piazjza
Venezia or Capitoline Hill clearly evident in any way other than through the same creation of a
significant intersection at the (already mentioned) northernmost point of the PiazZa Venezia, a
direct emulation of the Development Plan of 1873. Viviani's plan ultimately formed a loose
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grid with a primary east-west and north-south axis remarkably similar to the ancient Roman
conception of a castrum plan, with the formation of a central traffic nexus occurring near the
Piazza VeneZia. The final shape of the PiazZa Vene.Zzia was significantly larger and less defined
than the proposal Viviani prepared for the city in either of his two Development Plans (the
Development Plans of 1873 or 1883). The final Development Plan remained largely unchanged
and was generally completed, although construction extended past its March 8, 1908 expiration
date. 125
125 As noted, the 1865 law established that such plans were to remain operative for twenty-five years.
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CHAPTER FOUR -
I Corso Vittorio Emanuele II
Symbolic Consideration of the Decumanus
Kostof, appealing to the ritual use of space, likens the extension of the Via Nazionale
through the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II to an ancient decumanus."' Symbolically, the decumanus was
the ancient east-west axis of the Roman castrum plan, connecting the centralized forum and
temple space to the path of the sun and infusing these ritual spaces with a sense of the sacred.
This idea was furthered by Enrico Guidoni, who demonstrated the cardinal relationship of the
major churches of Rome, which can be used to infuse the loose gridiron nature of Viviani's plan
with important Christian overtones (though Guidoni did not propose this relationship as a
reflection of the course of the city's Risorgimento avenues) [figure 19j.12 7 Accepting the symbolic
nature of the decumanus, Saint Peter's Basilica is the terminus of the western course of the sun,
and presents a symbolically charged interpretation of Viviani's desire to connect the western
bank of the River Tiber with the city's historic center (this was particularly true in the
Development Plan of 1873, which included the nascent form of the Spina di Borgo as an
extension of the Corso Vittorlio Emanuele II).12 That the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II can be assigned
greater symbolic significance is a testament to the importance of the Church in Rome, given
that the stated concern for the various proposals of the avenue remained-rather bluntly-the
manner in which the ancient Borgo district near the Vatican Hill was to be connected with the
Capitoline center of municipal government, facilitating the flow of traffic to the city's historic
center.
While Rome was not originally designed along the lines of an ancient castrum, Viviani's
planning directives clearly indicate a desire to harness the rationality of the grid in the medieval
fabric of the historic center. In such a context, the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II is an avenue of
considerable importance, bisecting the Renaissance Quarter and placing several important
palaces and churches representative of Rome's Papal heritage on display; however, while it is
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difficult to conceive of urban space and movement in Rome without addressing these
important Christian structures, Viviani repeatedly expressed his belief that the Development
Plans of 1873 and 1883 were functional proposals primarily intended to facilitate the flow of
traffic. As Robin Brentwood Williams notes: "Throughout his text [Viviani] cited the total
distance between the extreme points of each proposed roadway in order to suggest its potential
merit, even though no route followed a straight line for its whole length. The concept of
movement across the city was so important that he even proposed traversing the Roman Forum
with an iron bridge."' 29 Regardless the spiritual or religious overtones, an evaluation of the
Corso Vittorio Emanuele II must primarily investigate the nature of this functional directive. In
addition to this functional directive, there are two other currents of thought evident in the
Development Plans of 1873 and 1883, with the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II functioning well as an
example of both tendencies: First, Viviani's plan intended to display the monuments of Rome;
second, the intention of the planning efforts supported by royal authorities intended to place a
minimal burden on alterations to the existing medieval fabric.
Conceptualizations in the Development Plan of 1873
The route intended for the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II in the Development Plan of 1873
was to begin at the Piazza Venezia, a space that was to remain largely unchanged. Viviani did
intend for the easternmost edge of the PiaZa Venezia (the fabric facing the Palazzo Venezia), to
be realigned with the Corso della Strada. From the PiaZa Venezia, the Corso Vittoo Emanuele II
was to pass four architectural monuments of considerable merit (the Palazzo Grazioli, the
PalazZo Altieri, the PalazZo Venezia, and the Jesuit Church of the Gesit). The Development Plan
of 1873 did not propose alterations to any of those four monuments. In front of the Church of
the Gesa, Viviani had originally intended for the creation of a major traffic intersection with the
Corso Vittorio Emanuele II, proposing a perpendicular road-today called the Via del Gesi-to be
extended from the Church of Santa Maria sopra Minerva in the north to the Piazza di Campitelli in
the south. While Viviani sought to impose a loosely-ordered grid on the Roman fabric, the
formation of a major intersection adjacent to an ecclesiastical monument of merit (like the
Church of the Ges) was not a recurrent planning gesture in the 1873 Development Plan.
Proceeding to the west, the Development Plan of 1873 also did not call for the demolition of the
Church of San Nicola de Cesarini (the future location of the Largo Argentina archaeological site).
The route the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II intended to follow through this space is somewhat
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unclear, though Viviani did intend for another major intersection to occur near the Church of
San Nicola de Cesarini, at the northeast corner of the church, by connecting a series of proposed
demolitions from the rear of the Pantheon in the north to the old Jewish Ghetto in the south.
The Corso Vittorio Emanuele II was then to comprise the increased width of the old Strada della
Valle-widened by demolitions to the south-facing fagades-from the Church of San Nicola de
Cesarini to the Palazzo Massimo. The proposed route of the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II west of this
point required few alterations to existing monuments, excepting the atypical and destructive
intervention proposed at the Piazza Navona. In an uncharacteristic gesture, Viviani proposed
tremendous demolitions to the urban fabric connecting the southern end of the Piazza Navona
with the famous Via de Baullan (the road that placed the fagade of the PalaZZo Massimo on axis
with the Palazzo Farnese). This intervention-if followed-would have required the complete
demolition of the Farnesina ai Baullan, the Church of San Pantaleo, the Palazzo Lancellotti, as well
as significant alterations to the eastern fagade of the Palazzo Braschi.
Westward from this point the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II was to cut through a variety of
buildings, most of which are not regarded as having a particular architectural merit (though
minor alterations were proposed to the Palazzo Cancelleria, Palazzo Sforza Cesarini, and Palazz o de
Ross). The terminus of the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II Viviani proposed in the Development Plan
of 1873 was a pia7za-regularized through a project of demolitions-in front of the Church of
San Giovanni dei Fiorentini. The Via Condotti! Via di Monte Brianzo (the diagonal street crossing
the three arms of the Piazza delPopolo trident of Pope Sixtus V's 1585 Baroque star plan), was to
be extended to the newly reshaped piazza. Aligned with the eastern fagade of the Church of San
Giovanni dei Fiorentini, the Via Condotti! Via di Monte Brianzo was expected to cross the River
Tiber-by way of an existing iron bridge-to the Via della Lungara."" With the Via Giulia
connecting a straight thoroughfare to the Ponte Sisto, the Piazjza di San Giovanni dei Fiorentini was
to become an important traffic nexus for the convergence of four routes at the point of the Fero
Bridge de Fiorentini river crossing (the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II, the Via Condotti! Via di Monte
Brianzo, the Strada di San Giovanni de Fiorentini, and the Via Giulia). Ultimately, this proposal was
not followed, as the 1873 Development Plan stagnated due to funding shortages. The
Development Plan of 1883, more ambitious and financially reinforced by the Concorso dello Stato,
130 Named the Fero Bridge de Fiorentini, it was built in 1863 under the watch of Pope Pius IX and was replaced by the
current Ponte Princrbe Amedeo under Fascist leadership in 1942.
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ultimately replaced this earlier initiative with a revised proposal containing several nuanced
variations.
Conceptualizations in the Development Plan of 1883
Although the direct responsibility of the Roman municipality, and lacking the royal
financial support of the Concorso dello Stato, the urban proposals in the Development Plan of
1873 were continued in the later Development Plan of 1883 in most regards. The Corso Vittorio
Emanuele II followed an almost identical route in both plans, though the relationship of the
Capitoline Hill to the Borgo district was improved considerably by the formalization of the
avenue's physical connection with the Castel SantAngelo. The Development Plan of 1883 also
required a greater degree of demolition, due to the increased thirty-meter to forty-meter street
widths.'3' Like the 1873 scheme, the revised Development Plan of 1883 proposed the
extension of the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II from the Piazza Vene.zia, which was to be regularized
as a rectilinear public square framing the centralized Corso della Strada. With the Vittoriano
monument not addressed in the Development Plan of 1883 (despite the selection and funding
of a winning competition entry by 1883), the PiazZa Venezia became the only formal terminus of
the Corso della Strada (as noted in the consideration regarding Camillo Boito, the Capitoline Hill
was still a collection of generally inconsequential medieval fabric buildings prior to the erection
of the Vittoriano). The Development Plan of 1883 proposed beginning the Corso Vittorio
Emanuele II at the northernmost edge of the PiazZa Venezia (which is the condition as it exists
today). The Via Nazionale also followed the same route proposed in the Development Plan of
1873, which prevents it from properly meeting the Corso Vitorio Emanuele II directly.
Proceeding westward, Viviani intended to free the Jesuit Church of the Gesa entirely from the
surrounding fabric, such that it would stand in the middle of an open piaz.Za. Minor
demolitions were also proposed for the Palazzo Altieri, widening the passage to ensure the
standard thirty-meter street width required for the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II. The demolitions
proposed for the PalaZzo Altieri were not followed, possibly because the architectural reality of
the thin fabric surrounding the courtyard rendered such demolitions impossible, leaving an odd
'pinched' condition in the avenue along the front of the Pala zzo Altieri. Viviani also proposed
significant alterations to the Church of San Nicola de Cesarini (again, the location of the current
Largo Argentina archaeological site) in the Development Plan of 1883, though he did not
propose the complete demolition project that would begin under Fascist rule.
131 Williams 119; citing page 29 of Viviani's proposal.
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Viviani's intentions for the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II west of the Church of San Nicola de
Cesarini also involved numerous deviations from the Development Plan of 1873. Viviani did
retain from the 1873 proposal the widened course of the Via de Cesarini and the projected
demolitions surrounding the future piazza of the Church of Sant'Andrea della Valle; however,
Viviani's proposed demolitions for the southern end of the Piaz.Za Navona were completely
rejected, where Viviani now proposed only minor alterations to the Palazzo Braschi, PalazZo
Lancelloti, and PalazZo Massimo through the rather diminutive expansion of the Via de Cuccangna
(the short street defined by these three buildings). Most importantly, the Development Plan of
1883 proposed a radically different relationship for the terminus of the Corso Vittorio Emanuele
II, splitting it into the northward course along the Via Banco di Santo Spirito (the street extending
past the Banco di Santo Spirito, Palazzo Cicciaporci, and Palazzo Niccolini) and the southward course
to the Church of San Giovanni di Fiorentini [figure 20j. Viviani was obviously attempting to
improve the connection of the western bank of the River Tiber to the city's historic center by
widening the three streets of the Piazza Sant'Angelo trident and connecting them to other
important avenue initiatives. The Development Plan also included the Lungotevere project
(which had begun earlier under the direction of King Vittorio Emanuele II), forming the river
embankments and allowing for the transfer of traffic along the river, even behind the Church of
San Giovanni di Fiorentini. 2 While the Lungotevere project had been ordered by royal decree in
1871, and proceeded under the direction of Raffaello Canevari, the particular relationship to the
Development Plan of 1883 reflects its greatest shortcoming: The widening of the Piazza
Sant'Angelo trident and the infusion of traffic along the bend of the River Tiber still did not
provide a direct connection to the Borgo district. Viviani attempted to improve this relationship
with the forked terminus of the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II, but only succeeded in convoluting the
flow of traffic in this area. Because the Development Plans of 1873 and 1883 were both
unsuccessful in forming a direct connection with the western bank of the River Tiber and the
Capitoline Hill, the formation of a series of counterproposals was inevitable.
Considerations of the Variants: The Variant of Godfreddo Narducci
Godfreddo Narducci released his counterproposal as the progetto di una nuova via centrale
in 1881, and while few scholars have seriously considered the ramifications of this variant, it
132 Gerardo Doti, "Roma 1871-1881: Iprogetti di reinalveazione del Tevere e la trasformazione della citti," I1 Tevere e Roma, un
phrogetto per il lungofiume. Giovanni Basta, Aldo Canepone, Gerardo Doti, and Gianfranco Marrucci, eds. (Rome:
Edi:zioni Kappa, 1998) 43-59.
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does present a dramatically different attitude toward the planning of the Corso Vittorio Emanuele
II [figure 21j. The alternate route for the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II proposed by Narducci
anticipated a perfectly straight cut from the steps of the Campidoglio on the western face of the
Capitoline Hill to the PiajZza di Sant'Angelo (at the Ponte Sant'Angeo crossing of the River Tiber).
Narducci's design strategy is notably similar to the approach employed by Baron Haussmann in
Paris during the Third Empire; however, when not bound by the limitations of existing fabric,
Viviani also preferred straight axial routes punctuated by monuments of merit (again, he had
done this with the Via Casilina/ Via Porta Maggiore and the Church of Santa Maria Maggiore).
That Viviani's proposal for the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II followed a different strategy
demonstrates the perceived value of the existing urban fabric in the city's historic center, which
Viviani was reluctant to demolish. Narducci's counterproposal did not shy away from such
demolitions, and connected the city center with the western bank of the River Tiber by placing
the ceremonial entrance to the CastelSant'Angelo (the defensive bastion of the Vatican) along an
axial relationship with the Capitoline Hill. Generally speaking, an axial relationship implies a
perceptual equality exists between the two terminus points (in this instance, the Capitoline
Hill-the historic center of municipal government-is held to be of equal stature with the Borgo
entrance at the Castel Sant'Angelo). While this is an interesting gesture, many modern critics
dismiss Narducci's counterproposal as an absurd folly, citing the straight course and the
unceremonious demolition of important buildings and spaces standing in its way as justification
for this opinion. However, this criticism may be unfairly harsh, given that Baron Haussmann's
Paris-the obvious precedent for Narducci's counterproposal-was widely regarded as a
success.1 33
Like Haussmann, Narducci certainly sought to connect national monuments of
importance, doing so in order to help bind the population to the new iconography created for
the monarchy (it is worth noting that the Castel Sant'Angelo had also been commandeered by the
royal government and was serving as a national prison). Haussmann's Paris was by no means
random, and unlike Narducci's proposal, the Parisian model specifically targeted the wholesale
13 David H. Pickney, Napoleon III and the Rebuilding of Paris (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1958)
210--221. Pickney is, however, aware of the debate. In his own words: "By any standard [Haussmann's] material
accomplishment in Paris was impressive. The most telling criticisms that can be brought against it are of its
shortcomings, but in his own time he had to fight chiefly those who though he did too much, not too little. What
he did, he accomplished over tremendous opposition, and he had only seventeen years. One may well wonder that
he did so well."
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destruction of slums and dilapidated housing in the creation of new avenues. 134 While
Narducci's route for the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II required no physical alterations to many of
the important monuments altered by Viviani's Development Plan of 1883, his counterproposal
would have cut through the Palazzo Cenci-Bolongetti, the Palazzo Stro zz the Church of San Biagio
della Fossa, and the Palazzo Vecchiarelli (and-apparently-would have only narrowly missed the
Teatro della Valle, Palazzo Doria, Pa/a.zjzo Tanari, and Palazzo Bacicci).'3 While Narducci's
counterproposal would have intersected the Piazza Navona's southernmost end, it would not
have altered important ecclesiastical monuments like the Church of the Ges, the Church of
SantAndrea della Valle, or the Chiesa Nuova. Likewise, many important medieval streets with
processional implications, including the Via Papale (otherwise known as the Via del Governo
Vecchio and Via dei Banchi Nuovi) and Via del Pelegrino would have been retained in their entirety.
Finally, the former site of the Church of San Nicola di Cesarini would have also been completely
unaffected by Narducci's proposal, allowing for either the site's preservation, or its excavation
and eventual formation into the Largo Argentina.
Considerations of the Variants: The Variant of Aurelio Martinelli
Godfreddo Narducci's desire to create a formal axial relationship in the fabric of the
city's historic center was countered by the amateur critic Aurelio Martinelli, who offered his
own unofficial Development Plan in 1871, clearly emulating certain aspects of Pope Sixtus V's
famous 1585 Baroque star plan [figure 22]. Pope Sixtus V's Development Plan is principally
known only through Dominico Fontana's 1588 drawing, and is shrouded in a certain degree of
mystery, but provided a network for the connection of urban spaces in an area of Rome that
was still generally undeveloped in the late nineteenth-century. Martinelli was a lawyer by
profession, and referred to himself as an amateur urbanist, arguing for royal involvement in the
urban planning initiative of the Via Nazionale.136 He also argued for the creation of the Piazza
Venezia as a major traffic nexus for the avenues of Rome, predicting the later urban plan of
Viviani; however, Robin Brentwood Williams notes that the use of the Piazza Venezia as a major
traffic nexus was also proposed earlier that year (in yet another alternative Roman Development
134 Ibid. 39.
135 Viviani's proposal for the Corso Vittonro Emanuele II necessitated alterations to the Palazzo Niccolini, Palazzo Sforza
Cesarini, Paiazzo Soria, Palazzo Farnesina ai Baullari, and Palazzo Vidoni; Conversely, Narducci's counterproposal
would have left these monuments completely untouched.
136 Williams 120.
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Plan prepared by Leopoldo Mirotti).13 7 It is significant that Martinelli's proposal had no interest
in altering the city's historic center. Martinelli proposed only straightened thoroughfares on the
periphery of the existing fabric, including a Prati district. He had a particular interest in
connecting monuments in the south with limited concern for alterations to existing fabric.
While he did propose fortifying the river embankments, and offered minor interventions to
peripheral routes surrounding the existing historic center, he proposed only two minor cuts in
the urban fabric along the route of the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II: Both cutting in a north-south
axial relationship and doing nothing to properly emulate the Corso Vittolo Emanuele II (one cut
was through the PalazZo Massimo, the other through the Villa della Cuccagna). Martinelli also
proposed a later variant of his Development Plan in 1883, rationalizing a series of cuts through
the fabric from the Piazza Venezia to the Campo di Fiori to the Piazza Navona [figure 23.138 This
proposal provided a series of fabric cuts that created a shallow arcing avenue that was a literal
connection of the Via Nazionale. Martinelli also specifically cited that his project would be less
destructive than the existing proposal.13 ' Generally speaking, his desire to preserve the urban
fabric of the city's historic center in an unaltered state is most interesting as a foil to Narducci's
aggressive and single-minded vision, a point that has not escaped the attention of other
commentators.140
Considerations of the Variants: The Variant of 1886
The Corso Vittono Emanuele II as it exists today did not follow the Development Plans of
1873 and 1883 (nor the proposals of Godfreddo Narducci and Aurelio Martinelli), but rather a
variant that received parliamentary approval on July 5, 1886 before being confirmed by a formal
royal decree on December 9, 1886 [figure 241.141 This variant proposed several minor
alterations to Viviani's proposal along with the dramatic reconfiguration of the bifurcated
terminus near the River Tiber, which was instead refashioned into a single crossing near the
Hospital of Santo Spirito. The approved variant for the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II also differed
from the authorized Development Plan of 1883 in the following three places: First, at the
PiaZZa di Gesa in front of the Church of the Gesai, where two minor streets addressing the
137 Ibid. 121; citing Aurelio Martinelli, La Via Nazionale nel Piano Regolatore di Roma (Rome, Italy: Stabilimento
Giuseppe Civelli, 1872), 13; and, Leopoldo Mirotti, Piano Regolatore per l'ingrandimento ed abbellimento della Cita di Roma
(Rome, Italy: Stabilimento Giuseppe Civelli, 1871).
138 Kostof, Third 54.
139 Racheli, Alberto M., Corso Vitorio Emanuele II, Urbanistica e architettura a Roma dopo il 1870 Quaderni 7, (Rome:
Ministero per I beni culture e ambientali, 1985) 28.
141 Ibid. 28-29.
141 Kostof, Third 54.
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piaza-the Via Celsa and the Via d'Aroceli-were widened from the mouth of the Piazza di
Gess to the their terminuses at the Via dei Botteghe Oscure (the exceptionally straight east-west
avenue extending from the Piaz.za Trinita di Monti to the Capitoline Hill); Second, at the piazza
of the Church of Sant'Andrea della Valle, where the area along the eastern flank of the church
was to receive a formal reconfiguration (with the Palazzo Vidoni's southern fagade and the
corresponding Via di Monte Della Farina straightened to form an urban vista for the eastern
transept); Third, near the Chiesa Nuova, where a slightly different program of demolition
required the axis to the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II from the Palazzo Sforza to be regularized. It is
worth noting that all three alterations occur near, and generally in response to, the three
important religious structures lining the Corso Vittorio Emanuele IL
The most notable alteration from the approved Development Plan of 1883 occurs
where the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II was originally intended to fork into a northern and southern
course; there, near the Banco di Roma, Viviani's original Corso Vittorio Emanuele II proposal was to
extend northward to the PiaZza Sant'Angelo and southward to the Church of San Giovanni de
Fiorentini [Egure 25]. Given that the purpose of the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II was the
establishment of a superior connection between the western bank of the River Tiber and the
Capitoline Hill, neither the northward or southward courses could be seen to maintain the
appropriate degree of connectivity. Instead, the variant of 1886 proposed the obliteration of
fabric between the avenue's fork and the river, including the destruction of fabric immediately
south of the Banco di Roma (which also resulted in the vacuous condition that today functions as
a bus stop). It is also worth noting that the 1873 Development Plan had called for the
preservation of the Via Papale, and the 1883 Development Plan had called for its partial
usurpation; however, the variant of 1886 largely obliterated the perceptibility of the Via Papale
entirely, preferring an intermediary course that allowed the avenue to cross the River Tiber at its
current location near the Hospital of Santo Spiito.
Considerations of the Variants: Other Proposals
Spiro Kostof notes that there was (at least) one other proposal made by Augusto
Marchesi and Sante Bacciarelli, connecting the Quirinal Palace with the Vittoriano (which they
placed on the Janiculum Hill). 2 Much like Narducci, their proposal was apparently an
uncompromising straight path which has received limited consideration beyond Kostof's
notation in The Third Rome. 1870-1950: Traffic and Glor.
142 Ibid.
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CONCLUSION-
The Nature of the Corso Vittorio Emanuele 11
The Italian Risorgimento is a tragic story, as the political stress of unification prevented
the constitutional monarchy from becoming the lasting force of government envisioned by
revolutionary leaders like Cavour and Garibaldi. The corruption of the Italian Prime
Ministers-and Giolitti in particular-ultimately betrayed the weakness of the government and
facilitated the rise of Mussolini as Prime Minister, who was sworn into office by the ruling King
Vittorio Emanuele III (the grandson of Vittorio Emanuele II). The Kings of Italy-who first
rose to power under the guise of a liberal democracy-ultimately came to be associated with the
Fascist regime, tying the royal family's fate in the twentieth-century to Mussolini's reign as a
totalitarian dictator [figure 26. Following World War II, the Italian Republic was refashioned
in the form of a genuine modern democracy, with the Risorgimento Kingdom of Italy abolished
and the House of Savoy banished from Italian soil. While the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II was
designed to memorialize the first king of a constitutional monarchy, the royal government was
forcibly dissolved within two decades of the avenue's completion, redefining the avenue's role
as a rare monument to a bygone moment in recent Italian history. Yet it remains plausible that
the monarchy's weakness before Mussolini was a subset of the practical impossibility of
forming a governing system based on monarchy in the Italian context, and-if true-the
impracticality of monarchy as the foundation of government-as well as the artificiality of its
historic claim in a newly formed nation-are in some way embedded in the Corso Vittorio
Emanuele II."3 It could be proposed that an appeal to principally British models of conservation
in regard to both Italy's royal tradition and the built environment exposed the weakness of the
monarchy on a subconscious level, embedding its artificiality in the urban fabric; however, such
an interpretation is generally a secondary reality of an avenue that must be understood as the
historical evidence would indicate: The Corso Vittorio Emanuele II was ultimately a pragmatic
response to preservation issues and traffic (a point made all the more clear by the actual path
the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II took in contrast with Viviani's usual tendencies and the
143 It is worth noting, at this point, that an avenue has no symbolic character of its own, and names of streets are
often unknown to those that use them, excepting avenues of particular importance (usually marked by the quantity
of traffic they facilitate). An avenue is merely a cut through urban fabric, and while an ichnographic map may
present it as a tangible entity, it is generally read from street level as the corridor defined by the spaces and
buildings that line it. An avenue is largely a void, and its meaning is likely more dependent on the fabric that
encloses it than its dedication.
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counterproposal of an individual like Godfreddo Narducci). Yet a commentary regarding the
manner in which conservationism projected certain realities of the monarchy onto the avenue is
not entirely superficial.
In relation to the discourse on preservation theory, it is worth nothing that a basic
weakness of the monarchy in Italy is recorded in the naming of the avenue, which offers a
permanent record of the royal family's artificial political history in the context of an institution
that operates through hereditary title and tradition. By retaining the name 'Vittorio Emanuele
II' as the formal title of the first King of Italy (rather than choosing the title 'Vittorio Emanuele
I' and the accompanying connotations of an institutional inauguration), the formal title of the
monarch-recorded in the avenue named in his honor-confirmed that the Kingdom of Italy
was merely a series of appendages to the Kingdom of Savoy, with only a limited connection to
the new nation (and Rome particularly). In the Italian context, the monarchy was a
nontraditional force whose historic origins were decisively foreign (having stemmed from the
House of Savoy), and-perhaps worse-culturally French in origin (which preserved a certain
anxiety about the nature of the 'Italian' identity in the project of nation-making). Bettino
Ricassoli was aware that an implicit danger existed in selecting a title that acknowledged the
adoption of the monarchy from a foreign source, but was unable to sway revolutionary leaders
like Prime Minister Camille de Cavour from preferring a different title.1" Returning to the idea
of a British political model rooted in the philosophically conservative defense of tradition as a
means of safeguarding civil order, the naming of the avenue instead conserved a record of the
intrusive nature of the monarchy in a city historically ruled by the Papacy.145
Second, there is a problematic condition in the relationship of conservation theory to
the avenue's architectural record, particularly as it applies to the nature of urban landmarks in
the political appropriation of Rome from the previous record of Papal rule. As an allegorical
representation, a street holds a multitude of implicit meanings, but it functions-both spatially
and temporally-to connect two points. In the case of the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II, the ends
of the avenue do hold an implicit equality, even if the Capitoline Hill represents an urban
center. Alessandro Viviani and the relevant political leaders of Risorgimento Rome believed in the
144 Smith, Cavour 253.
145 While the record of the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II attempted to present the new monarchy as a storied and
defensible institution embedded in an urban record of past Roman achievement, the naming of the avenue still
reflected the reality of Rome's status as an appendage to the Kingdom of Savoy, and preserved the monarchy's role
as an invading force.
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particular necessity of connecting these two points in order to establish an apparent cooperative
relationship between the centers of ecclesiastical and municipal rule in the city (a reality that has
been verified by an analysis of the various Development Plans, which record an ongoing desire
to elevate the relationship of the Borgo specifically-rather than just the western bank of the
River Tiber-to the Capitoline Hill). Each successive plan for the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II
improved the connection of the city's urban center to the Borgo, and ultimately Saint Peter's
Basilica (the primary monument on the western bank of the River Tiber). With Saint Peter's
Basilica and the Capitoline Hill functioning as symbolic terminuses of the axis formed by the
Corso Vittorio Emanuele II, the end points of the avenue form a dialogic relationship mediated by
the internal structures that line the avenue (these structures form the boundaries of the route
and generally define our experiential understanding of the avenue's identity). The preservation
of most of Rome's historic fabric was an intrinsic element of the urban Development Plans,
and the royal government likely sought to preserve aspects of both the city's ancient and
Christian pasts in order to legitimize the formation of a common Italian history anticipated with
the project of nation-making (the particular appeal to the history of ancient Rome served in
some capacity to assist in the creation of a common Italian identity). If the Corso Vittorio
Emanuele II was consciously named after the first King of Italy in an effort to further legitimize
the monarchy's place in Roman history, the appropriation of ancient monuments embedded in
the city's medieval fabric demonstrates the same desire to equate the monarchy-in some
capacity-with the ancientness of Rome, particularly when that avenue cuts through the oldest
and only continually-inhabited area of the city. The Cancelleria was appropriated in a literal sense
(as the site of the Italian parliament), but all the structures along the avenue were claimed
symbolically for the monarchy. The points of particular merit along the Corso Vittorio Emanuele
II that were preserved have a unique relationship to the imagery of the monarchy, and reflect a
certain tension regarding the nature of architectural conservation and the adoption of a model
that recognized the Ruskinian notion of a 'living tradition' recorded in the monuments by those
who made them. For this reason, the place of the three great Counterreformation Churches;
the Gesa, the Church of Sant'Andrea della Valle, and the Chiesa Nuova; at approximately 200-yard
intervals, is a particularly significant aspect of this avenue.
The histories of those three churches are directly linked to the Orders that founded
them, and those histories record the first great defense of the Papacy from forces seeking to
undermine both its political and spiritual authority. The Protestant criticisms of perceived
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Church corruptions (made worse by the worldly actions of Pope Alexander VI and his refusal
to actively oppose Reformation leaders), were rebutted by the Counterreformation and the
Council of Trent. In the years following the Reformation, Saint Ignatius of Loyola founded the
Jesuits, Saint Cajetan founded the Theatines, Saint Antonio Maria Zaccaria founded the
Barnabites, and Saint Philip Neri founded the Oratorians. All of these Orders focused on a
commitment to preaching, with an active interest in the conversion of pagans, Jews, and
Protestants to Catholicism. But those Orders also shared in the particular historic commonality
of their origins, which were rooted in an active refutation of the Protestant attacks leveled
against Papal authority.146  Whereas Protestants refuted the authority of the Popes, the
Counterreformation Orders repudiated Protestants for their desire to seek religious (and
political) understanding outside the guidance of the Church's spiritual and temporal realms.
Three of the four mother-churches of those Orders are placed on display along the Corso
Vittorio Emanuele II: the Gesn, the Church of Sant'Andrea della Valle, and the Chiesa Nuova.
Because any effort at conserving a given structure is rooted in its perceived cultural value
(stemming from a structure's understood historic or artistic importance), the preservation of
these churches and their historic record along the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II ultimately reflects
the royal government's relationship to the Italian cultural identity. Although the
Counterreformation Orders were rooted in a principally spiritual-rather than political-
defense, the conservation of these particular structures attests to the last great defense of the
Papacy from a modernizing current (a current that served as a precursor to the later affront
against Papal temporal rule brought by the royal government).
Yet this interpretation operates against a factual analysis: The conservation of those
Papal structures-as with all the Renaissance and antique structures of Rome-was largely a
pragmatic concern that developed from the emergence of preservation as a serious scholarly
discipline [figure 27j. The Corso Vittorio Emanuele II did not follow an accidental path, nor was
it a single-minded and reckless intervention; rather, the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II followed
Viviani's affinity for the respectful appreciation of the monuments of Rome (a point verified by
an analysis of the Development Plans and an awareness of comments made in regard to Saint
146 While all religious Orders require vows of celibacy, poverty, and obedience to their Superior, the Jesuits also
took a famous fourth vow of obedience to the Popes (which nonetheless placed the Order in recurrent battles with
the Papacy), generally connecting the Jesuits to the Papacy's temporal-as well as spiritual-authority.
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Peter's Basilica). And while the conflicted relationship between Papal and royal authorities in
Italy partially defined the cultural context in which the Roman Development Plans were
authored and executed, it would be difficult to demonstrate how such a conflict was transferred
into the physical environment through the Corso Vittorio Emanuele I. The political or cultural
implications of an architectural preservation project are often secondary or unintentional in
comparison with the architect's initial stated intent, which is typically rooted in a basic appeal to
the merit of a structure for its understood artistic or historic value. It was precisely the
recognition of that definition of value-coupled with additional pragmatic concerns, including a
need for improved transportation arteries-that gave the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II its current
form.
Such an interpretation is not necessarily commonplace, as Allan Ceen notes-in a
comparison with the Via Papale-that "there are clear indications of the Renaissance street
being made to adjust to the Quartiere rather than the reverse, [and] the same cannot be said
about the Corso Vittorio Emanule II. "" But the counterproposal of Godfreddo Narducci and the
long axial routes proposed in the new neighborhoods of Viviani's Development Plans, and
Martinelli's alternative offering, demonstrates that Italians did have a choice: They could have
chosen to emulate the French model of Haussmann's Paris literally in the medieval fabric of
Rome's historic center (as Alessandro Viviani generally chose to do throughout the remainder
of his Development Plans). To create a straight axial cut through the ancient fabric, noting
numerous examples already mentioned (including the Via Giulia, Via de Baullari Via
Condotti/ Via di Monte BrianZo, Via della Lungara, etc.), might even have been more Roman. The
Romans, by not following the model of Haussmann's Paris, adopted an alterative urban strategy
in the city's historic center, which was rooted in an appreciation for the ancient medieval fabric
and the selection of a route that respected important monuments for their perceived historic or
artistic value; further, the role several important Italian figures played in the concurrent
development of conservation theories in Rome illustrates that the scientific backdrop that
motivated preservation theory also defined the modern moment of Italian unification, and-
further-generally took precedence over the political battles fought between Papal and royal
authorities in the parliament.
147 Viviani, for example, explicitly stated his desire to place a monument like Saint Peter's Basilica on display: 'porre
in maggiore evidenza ilprimo e pis grandiose monumento di Roma, San Pietra ... ] potra essere ammirato in tutta la sua imponenza
fin dal Lungotevere e dalponte Umberto I" from the minutes of an 1888 City Council meeting; Williams 147.
148 Allan Ceen, The Quartiere de'Banchi (New York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1986) 206.
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